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INTRODUCTION 
Farmers for many years have recot^nlaecl the existence of an 
undesirable soil condition which could be remedied by applying 
lime. Even today soil acidity la expressed In terms of lime re­
quirement and often defined as "that condition of the soil which 
can be remedied by the application of lime." 
Since 1800 a growing volume of research dealing v;lth the 
phenomenon of soil acidity has yielded an abundance of valuable 
information but many questions remain incompletelj/ ansv/ered. 
This lias been duo to some extent to a lack of appreciation of the 
broacith and scope of the proble- , More work has been done on the 
vali.to of line, on compariBona of tho effectiveness of different 
kinds of lime and of diffei'ont de^^rees of fltioness, on v/ays of 
opplylttf; lime and on similar titudies than has been done on the 
more basic questions of why acidity is deleterious to some plants 
and why lime has tho ability to remedy this condition. 
The optimum soil reaction may vary with different species 
of plants, with different soil types and even with changes within 
the soil type Itself. Because of this there has been considerabl( 
lack of agreement in the results of tests of the lime requirements 
of various plants, 
Ecologlsts differ in their conclusions regarding the im­
portance of acidity in determining plant distribution. The 
question is continually raised as to whether reaction Is very 
Important or \^a"iethQr incidental phenomena such as the supply of 
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calciTJDn for plant nutrition or the Incroased solxiblllty of toxic 
aluminiiT!! in acid soils are not more importnnt. 
The results of laboratory and f iold oxperirnonts ha\ o con­
vinced moat agronomists of the value of lime in a Bound, long­
time agricultural proi-iram. The adoption of a "sv/eot soil" ayetem 
of agricultia'o as a basis for pei'manent soil fertility has been 
sponsored by aevoral agriov:.lt\iT'al expei'imont stations including 
those of Iowa and Illinois and has been generally accepted throufili-
out the United Stntos. Except for those types of agrloultiir© 
v/hicli require acid soils becaxxse of the prefej-enco of one or more 
of the main cash crops for acidity, there is a predominance of 
evidence in favor of a "sweet soil" system. The fact that many 
of the most efficient soil building rotations are built around 
"lime-loving" legumes, that nitrogen fixing bacteria and most of 
the other beneficial forma of soil microorganisms ai'o more efficient 
in neutral soils, that plant food nutrients are more available 
near the neutral point and that li^ne has a direct beneficial 
effect on the physical properties of the soil all .iustify the 
use of lino on acid soils. 
When It is roalizjod that all the soils of tho United States 
oast of tho western boundary of tl.e prairies belong to tho v:'.ajor 
soil gi'ovip of Pedalfera, that is, soils v/i.ich lack tho presence 
of a zone of lime carbonate accumulation in some horlaon or layer 
of the soil profile, and v/hich are fundamentally acid because of 
the absence of a reserve supply of basic salts, the imy^ortance of 
mineral fertilizers Vidalch have an alkaline effect is appai'ent. 
Sorae of the conunonly used fertilizer a have a mnrkecl allcalino 
residual effect on the soil and thoir promoters have not passed 
up tho opportunity to point out lixe value of such materials on 
acid soils. Among these fertilizers are sxich materials as basic 
slag containing 40 to f30 per cent of calciijun and nmgno35.\«Ti oovi-
pounds Ini'gely in the form of cxides; calcium cyanamlde, afivei-tised 
as containing 75 per cent hydi'ated-lime equivalent as v/ell as 
22 r.-'or cent nitrogenj si-.'diian nitrate which, according to Van 
iilyko (90), will save the soil one pound of calcium carbonate 
for each pound applied; calcium nitrate and others. 
Potassiura chloride, ammonium sulfate, sulfui' and gypsvmi 
are knovm for their tendency to Increase soil acidity. 
The effect of certain of the phosphate fertilizers on the 
reaction of tho soil has not been so marked. Vftien Lav/es first 
began acidulating phosphate rock about one hundred years ago he 
cair© d his product "superphosphate". Later the name "acid 
phospliate" came to be applied to any rock phosphate conditioned 
with sulfuric acid. Since this name seemed to Imply that acid 
phospliates made the soil acid, a point over which there is some 
difference of opinion, the fertilizer trade has recently (',one 
back to the old name of "superphosphate". 
Considerable evidence r,:ay bo foiind of tho beneficial effect 
of rook phosphate on acid soils. In fact, it seems possible in 
view of some of tVie data reported in tho last few years that rock 
phosphate may partially supply the need for calciimi, at least in 
scano cases. In the past fev/ years an advertisement for a finely 
grovmd rock phosphate haa appeared which reada, "Fertilize with 
Riihm's Lime Phosphate, tho economic source of phosphorus, 
calcium for nothing." 
Vi/ith the growing demand for the ammoniat.ed phosphates sixch 
as leunaphos, amrao-phos and leunaphoska the question is raised 
as to tho probable residual effect of such materials on the re­
action of the soil. Some agronomists point out that the con­
tinued use of these fertilizers migtit be expected to increase 
acidity. 
With the exception of basic slag the effect of different 
phosphate fertilizers on soil reaction is probably small. This 
fact, together with the variability in results for the same 
fertilizer on different soils, explains v/hy there is a general 
lack of agreement in the data showing the effect of superphos­
phate, rock phosphate and the aimnoniated phosphates on soil 
reaction. 
This study was outlined v/ith the purpose of obtaining more 
specific information on the effect of certain phosphate ferti­
lizers on the reaction of some of the acid soils of Iowa. 
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Soil Acidity 
A notable example of the early application of alkaline 
earths occurred in prehistoric Aogina where their use bocano a 
theme of mythology* On this small densely populated island the 
surface stratum of poor fresh-water limestone was underlaid by 
a stratum of fertile marl. 
Semple (09) tells how the inhal)itants piorced the sterile 
veneer, dug out the marl and r.iixed it with the soil above to 
produce crcpe. Tlila habit of bvirro':! ng underground and \3.sing 
tJiG excavations for dwelllnga fatitoned on the Ao/.;inQtans the name 
of MyiTiiOdona or ants. 
®).e Homans imitated ti.ie practice of the Greeks and Oauls in 
the use of marl. They distinguished several varieties and 
applied tliom to {srain and meadow lands. It la not knovm when 
man first began using marls and ashos to sweoton sour soils but 
such use has been an established afjrioultm'al practice for ages. 
It Is only natural that acidity should be expressed In terns of 
Itoe requirement. . ' 
Lime requlrewent, however, la only a relative term, being 
constant neither for soil nor plant. One of the interesting 
papers emphasizing tlio complexity of tlie problem is that of 
Pi'yanlshnikov (63) who pointed out that each soil behaved 
differently. Mustard plants did not ^rov; at a pH of 4,5 on a 
sandy soil but grew well on a loara soil of similar reaction. 
Peas did beat on a sli(^tly alkaline soil bnt t-ho yield on a 
cliernoKom of pli 4.5 was 85 per cent as f;;roat ao on the alkal-lne 
soil. Iio concluded that soila of a higher* buffer capacity are 
caiJablG of aupportlne; plants at a low j)!!. Ho also found that 
ohanr.im' the Kowt-ie of nitroyon shifted the optiuiuin pil for plants. 
Sugar hoots j^rev; best with aanmonia as a source of nitrocon nt a 
pll of 7 but with sodium nitrate they grew best at a pH of 5.5. 
The intake of calclujni seemed to be hindered by the use of onmionla 
as a aourCO of nitrogen. 
Another rvhudy omphasizin(^ the complexity of the problem is 
that of lihunort (25) who found that soil reaction changes were 
not 30 important ^o ttie growth and yield of tomatoes as tlie 
indJ.reot effects on nutritional relationships and on toxicity of 
the soil. In his work the materials added to change the pll of 
the soil exerted different effocts on the crops. For exrtr'.ple, 
soils with a pll of B.3 to B.5 produced i^y ;.:odii.im carbonate fiave 
lili'her yields of toinatooB than did soils at tho v.fxuo pH pi'oduced 
by cnlciun carbonate, A lar{^u increase in the yield, of lettuce 
vms p.vo(,iu«ed by making a soil acid to pil 5.4 to 5.6 with phos­
phoric acid. Also pH of G.O to 6.5 with sulfuric acid produced 
Increases in the yield of lettuce. Yet, sur-prisincly enough, a 
large inci'ease could be obtained by raising the pit of the soil 
to 7.2 v/ith sodium carbonate. 
Enmert (S5) also found that lime without organic matter 
caused poor grov;th and yellov; foliage of botli tomatoes and lettuce 
Albrecht (3) called attention to inconsistencies in reaction 
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ranges toleratod by plants whon othor faotoro in the envlron-
wontal conditions variod. All this omphaslzoa that lime re­
quirement is spoclfic for a certain plant on a certain soil, and, 
one miciht add, imder a fiivon managemont and manurial treatiaent. 
NevortholoaB, there is good evidence that different plant (p:'oupi3 
do prefer in general certain ranrjee of soil reaction. Probably 
the boot knovm example la tlio preference of certnln lofjuraea for 
neutral aoils. Some plants have a broad ran^a, others but a 
narrow range of preference. The narrov/er the range of optimujn 
reaction, the more ii'iportaMt is t}i6 liine rnquirorneiit px'oblem for 
tL'.at plant. 
j'ho benoflt.'o of llino as desci'ibed In auch ao5-l texts as 
those c.>f Van Slykc (90) and .':,ycm and Bvicktnan (47) may be traced 
to ita neutralizing effect on a;jll acidity, to tho nutr'tional 
va].uo of tho calcium eupplied and to its favorable phyaical in­
fluence on the soil. 
VThile the functions of lime are fairly well defined, tixe 
residual effects of many mineral fertilizers are not so easily 
predicted. Wiero are those which liave a marked alkaline effect, 
some that decidedly increase soil acidity and others whose 
effects are so sli{^it and easily modified by variations in soil 
and crop as to be difficult to measure and hence are little 
imderstood. Most of the phosphate fertiliztfi-s belong in this 
latter (-^roup, 
iJollvax'Uvr, the presidential addi'eas before tl.e tvj'0!it;;-fifth 
annual neotinc; of tho Amerf-can Society of At^'onorny in 193R, Brown 
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(15) said of this problom, "In connection with phosphorus 
fortiliaation, I may also mention the problem of the effect of 
phosphorus carriers on the reaction of the soil and its need of 
l:lme, VJhat diani^os in reaction, if any, are brou(^it about by 
i: if for on t i)hc)sphorus fartiliaorB? Do they hax'© any neutralising 
effect on acidity? Tl-iore has been much talk of sucli an effect 
but little QVidonce, IJov/, v/o bfl isve little or no neutralisiing 
of feet on acidity can be expectocl from phospliato adriltiona. But 
future lnveat:u_^atlons may loac; us; to ch'.n'';e our viev/a." 
The Importance of Calcium in Phosphate 
If rock phosphate can take the p3a ce of lime to soino extent 
on acid soils, it may do so in one of tv/o ways. It may supply 
calcim aa a plant nuti»lent and it may neutralize some of tiio 
soil acidity. Beoauoo of the difficvilty of separating the 
nutritional effects of lime from its neutralizsing power, in­
vestigators have been doubtful as to tlxe relative importance of 
these two functions. TVie fact that sometimes supposedly "lime-
lovinr;" plants v/er© found growing luxuriantly in soils which, 
althouf^i acid, contained a supply of soluble calcium, raised the 
question of the actual importance of soil reaction in vInnt 
growtti. 
Speakinf^ of cond;11;ions in Iowa, Brown (15) said, "We know 
that liming benefits tho grov/th of lQ(;;urnes on most acid soils, 
.iut aoino lof'.'iuiioa i:,row well on certain acid soils and not on 
others." 
Robinson and Williams (65) claim that in many cases un-
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sattiration does not of necosaity mean lov; fertility as long as 
thoro Is plenty of oxchongon'blo calcium present In the soil. 
Albrocht (S) concluded thnt the common failure of leeionos on 
acid soils has led to tho belief that the aoil acidity v/as 
reaponsiblo. He recominonded fv^rther conirlderation of 1;ho qt;.OEtion 
wiiothoi' lofiuiiio failure was caused by iJio harmful ef foots oi' so' 1 
ac.!f\ity or by faJ.liu'O of plants to obtain sufficient oalci\;m. 
lie folt that because increased defioioncy of calcium usually 
paralleled excessive degrees of acir-ity, as found by iiwanson et 
al ('/7), tho tv/o possible causes of legume failixre had not been 
adequately differentiated. 
Albrecht (2) tried the effect on soy bean Inoculation of two 
larger amounts of calcium at one hydrogen ion concentration. He 
found the higher rate to be more beneficial to nodulation. From 
this ho concluded that tho significance of calo3.\3jm for soy bean 
plants rested on Its function as an element in the plant's 
activities rather than on that of reducing the hydrogen ion con­
centration of the growth medium. 
Later Albreciit (3) described soil acidity as representing 
(a) an environmental condition in which excessive hytlrogon ion 
concentrsitlon is intolerable and (b) an lrregv;larity in nutrition 
of the plarit, possibly thx'ougli shortage of basic elemonts replaced 
by the hydrogen or through in,•Jury to, or destr\iotion of, the 
plant's I'lechanism for adsorption and utilization of tl:ie necessary 
nutrient elements. He fotuid that tho de£$ree of acidity was 
responsible for nod\ilatlon failure on excessively acid soils. 
«• IS •" 
whereas, on soils \i;dfch a pH above G.O the deficiency of avail­
able calcltmi in the soil V;QS Q more important factor. 
VJliltson and Chapman (93) claimed that available IIKIG fre­
quently exists In soils in considerable aniounto oven thou^;-;!! the 
noil 5.B add. For this reason they bolloved it v;as Iraportnnt to 
dotoCTiine directly tlio amoijint of available lime In a particular 
soil leather than simply tho acidity. Thoy stated that acidity 
itself viexB apparently soldovii the cause of failure of alfalfa in 
iViacousin v/iion there v/aa Gnoi;{"h available calcitwi, phosphorus 
and putastiiuni present in tho soil. 
In 19S9 Vftiltson, Chapnmn and Hull (94) fovmd that alfalfa# 
clovers and other "lime-loving" farm crops did not need a sweet 
or alkaline soil so much as they needed an available supply of 
calcluiTi. Tlaey found that soil acidity, as s\ich, was not poi'ti-
cixlarly detrimental if adequate supplies of calclmi wore avail­
able. They claimed that many acid soils produced fiood alfalfa 
and upon testing some of those soils found an average of 566 
pounds of availaVjle calcim per acre. Soils of tho samo degree 
of acidity, but producing poor alfalfa, avoi''a;;,ed biat 346 pounds 
per acre of available calcium. 
Albrecht (1) folloivod up his work on calcium v.lth field 
teats of tho value of small amounts of fine lir^o drilled in the 
row. Ilo rci'orted good r'nsull.s with clover and attribvited it to 
"some effects, not dependent entirely on complete neutralization 
but probably connected with tho solubility of calcium." 
Salter (66) reported superior I'esulb s from drilling small 
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amoimta of oithor pulvorizod Hmoetono or hydrated lime vrlth 
clover and alfalfa seed than with larger applications of lime 
broadcasted in the spring. Ilov-ever, v;hen applied in the fall 
broadcasted limeatone was the best. 
The Solubility of Galoi"uin in Phosphate Rock 
If some phosphate fertilizers may be substituted for lime, 
they may do so by supplying calcium to the plant. If this is the 
case, it is fair- to ask how tho calcium pets into soliitlon. 
Truog (05) in dlscusiiing the effect of reaction on tVxo avail­
ability of plu)sphate in the soil, olaJjiied that in case of 
applications of insoluble phosphates tho acidity of the soil 
increased tho availability of tlie phosphorus* at least for 
several years, and gave tho following equations illustrating the 
reactions Involved: 
-A 
(1) 0ag(P04)2 +1^2^03 Ca2Hg(P04)g + CaH2(('03)g 
(2) GaHg(COg)g + 2ilX UaXg + 2Hg00g 
(3) 0a2Hg(P04)g + 2Pe(0H)g 2 PePO^ 2Ga(0II)2 + 2H2O. 
He also claimed that in case of the application of rook piiosphate 
to neutral or basic soils the soil solution became saturated with 
calcium bicarbonate, thus permitting very littlo acid action on 
the particles of I'ock ph!'SphaiG, When rock piiosphote wan used 
on an noid soil, there was a fairly rapid diange of the phosphate 
to Iron and aluminicn phosphate which he bolievod was much more 
availalole than tho oi'if^^:lnal rock phosphate because of bettor 
distribution of the precipitated material* 
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According to Truog 183) the order of availability of 
phosphate compounda V/QS 
1. PreclpltatGd trlcalcium phosphate. 
S. Precipitated iron and aluminum phosphate. 
3. Roc3c phosphate pfirtloles (800 moah)» 
4. Grystalllne iron and alumlmim phosphate. 
From this he estimated that asiporphoaphate would go into solution 
on both basic and acid solla giving', best rosvilts on baaic soils 
bocauBQ it would bo precipitated aa tricalcium phosphate. 
In Qxplaining; the footling power of plants for phosphate rock 
BiuAor (10) pointed out tliat acida secreted by roots were first 
thought to bo very Important. Later when it v/aa foiind that the 
only acid secreted by roots, carbonic acid, did not seem to have 
much relati'on to t}io feeding power of plants, the solution of 
phoajiiates was said to depend on acids resulting from the decay 
of organic matter in the soil. Althoujt^h only small amounts of 
water-soluble phosphorus resulted from additions of organic 
matter, Bauer ( 10) pointed out that good response to rock plioa-
phate was usually obtained when organic matter was plowed under. 
He thout^hit that plants \.'.8ed the small amounts of soluble phosphate 
formed, thus unbalancin?;; the equilibriujn so that by the law of 
mass action vaore phosphorus v;oiild come into solution. He Y/.rote 
tho reaction GXiiialning the solubility of the rock phosphate as 
0ag(P04)2 Sligf-jOg ^ )2 0aIl2(C0g)2» 
He believed th-.at plants v/liicli asaimllated large amounts of 
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calcium would be h:U:^i phoaphortis feoders bocauoe thoy would holp 
to keop tho Gcccoss calcium reinovod, thus permitting more pliosphorus 
to coriQ into aolution. For the same x'oason Truog (82) thought 
plants containing a hlf^i CaO content would be efficient usors of 
rock phosphate. 
McGoorge (48) showed that even in calcareous soils carbon 
dioxide secreted by the roots was able to make phosphates avail­
able by producing the necessary degree of acidity at the point 
of root contact. He found that plants liave a decided preforonoG 
for .pliosphorus as HgPO^ wViich is the dominant ion at slightly 
acid reactions. 
In an article publiohed in 1930 Truog (85) indicated that 
an abundr.rice of 13jnie helped to keop the phosphate "tied tip" with 
calcium in tho form of readily available calcixom phosphate. 
Thor (73) quoted Truog as saying that a pll of 6.5 or higher 
la nocess£u?y to keep a considerable portion of phosphorus in 
available fonn and that most agricultui'al crops grow beat in the 
pll range 6.5 to 7.5. Tlior concluded that most agricultural crops 
could utilize rock phosphate to greater advantage in slit^litly 
acid soils. 
Tho Importance of soil reaction on tho solubility of phos­
phates vms shown by Truog (07) in tests which showed that a pH 
of 6.2 was too acid for boat use of phosi.)hates by plants. This 
was attributed to tlie low availability of Goethite (PegOg'HgO) 
belioved to form when j)hosphate is added to soils more acid than 
p]l G.5. 
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PurWior atudieo In pjioophnto fixation as a factor in the 
solubility of the phosp/iato wore n:Dde by Ford (26) who gave the 
followinf? order of availability for phosphates fixed in the soil: 
Galcim and magnesliirii phosphates - most available 
Iron and altaninum pliosphates 
(from relatively soluble Iron 
and aluminum oompoxands) - intomiediat':; avail­
ability 
Phosphate from limonite - low availability. 
li^om the foregoing; discussion it is apparent that phosphdss 
react with acids wiien present in the soil or excreted from I'oots 
to form calcium salts of the acid anlriydridea and more or less 
soluble phosphate salts. Reaction of the soil and tlio presence 
or lack of calcium carbonate are important in detGrmining the 
I'ate at which tlie pliosphato is dissolved and tiie comploteness of 
its solution. If toie lav/ of mass action controls tbeso i^eactlons 
as bollovod by Triioy (Uo)* Bauor- (10) and fithei'i;, excessive 
Eunounts of limo may bo expected to retard tho reaction and keep 
the calcium and the phosphate from cominf!; into solution until 
some of the calcium salts so formed are removed. On the otiier 
hand, if tho soil is too acid, iron and aluminum phosphates are 
formed, which, according to Truog (83), Ford (26) and others are 
less sqltible than calcium and magnesim carbonates. 
A rather complete revlev/ of the literature on plxosphate 
fixation In soils is presented by Pord (26) and by Obenshain 
(53). 
Ford (26) found that hematite had a low fixing power- for 
phosphate, whereas, limonite had a hlpjia fixing power. Of tVie 
phosphates fixed by the soil he foxind calcium and magnesium 
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phoaphatoa the moat available. Iron and alimiinu:>i pliotiphates 
formoci from rolativoly soluble iron and alumlniJUi compounds 
intormediato, and the phoaphate formed from limonito qid.te 
alov/ly aoliihle. Even in the process In which phosphates are 
fixed tkB iron or alttmintmi phosphateo in acid coils, the calcium 
of tliQ original phospl-inte must neutralize some of the soil 
acidity as shown by Truog (03). 
Other soil factors affect the solubility of rock phosphate 
such as differences in texturef structiire, organic content, 
moistui'e relationships, and microbiological activity. Tho cliemical 
composition of the phoaphate applied and its physical properties, 
especially degree of finenost), are important. These factors are 
well known and are desci'lbeci :ln several soil texts, such as that 
of Van C^lyke (i>0) and need no fioi'ther elu'r-oration iiere, with the 
poaclblo oxcoption uf some cf the later Ideas concerning the 
composition of rock phosphal.o and tho affect of marinesiuin on 
piiospJ-iato solubility. 
It has been custanary to speak of rock phosphate as trl-
calciiun phoaphate as Jacob (37) and Bule (16) have pointed out. 
According to these men tricalciiun phosphate rarely occurs in 
nature and X-ray investigations have shown that tricalttium 
phosphate and phosiahate rock are different chemical cotapounds. 
Phosphorus is present in rock phosphate principally as a complex 
compound of calaluin phosphate and calcium fluoi'ide having the 
empirical f ormula 3Cag(PO^)g.OaPg. 
Truffaut and Bessaaonoff (80) concluded that tho lov; avail­
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ability of rock phosphate as compared with tricalcluni phosphate 
was duo to G protoctivo mechanical action of the fluoride and 
extreraoly lov/ availability of the fluoride-trlj^iosphal.e complex. 
I.larshall et al (50) reported that the analysis of loV 
samples from 34 localities Indlcatod that fluoidne ia alri:iat 
iMvariably present in phospnal o i-ock in quantltlos ranging from 
O.'iO to 4.25 per cent of tlie sample. It was fourjd that continente 
deposits wore eonex>ally hi^-h in fluorine, v/hereas, island de­
posits were gonorally low. 
Phillips et al (57) found that 1000 pounds of rock phosphate 
added 35 pounds of fluorine to the soil and a like amount of 
superphosphate added half as much. Not onout^ fluorJjne v/as 
taken up by cx'ops on hoavlly phosphated fields to bo detrlmontal 
to animals feeding there but enoug)i appeared in the dralna(-;;e 
water from such fields to bo harmful to animals drinking it. 
Bartholomew (0) found a slgnlfioant cori'elation between 
the a^iioimt of fluorine absorbed by the plant and the amount 
applied in rock phosphate and (9) later found, that t!-:0 presence 
of clio!'.ically cumbinod fluorine in pliosphoie rock greal.ly de­
creased the availability of tlie pb-ospliorus to plants. Ac: the 
aiiouni- (,.r fluorine was IncrManod the availability r.f 
phja]>haie was lessened. 
Another factor important in tlio solubility '.-.f phosphai.e in 
the soil but not generally considered until recently is the 
amount of replaceablo magneqium in the soil, accordinfi to Truog 
(06) and Loew (46). 
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Additional ovidonco of tlie value of rnngnoaiijm in making 
phosphoin.is 'rvore available to plants v/as found T^y Thor (VG) and 
Kellogg (42). Kellogg (42) concluded that the crop increaao 
obtained v/lth superphosphate or VT/lth salfxir was the result of 
an Increased solubility of magnesium follov/lng the use of 
sulfur or gypsum. Tl-ie repressive effect of calciusa carbonate 
on tho availability of magnesium was thouf;;ht to be a cause of 
lev; response to phosphate on hlgh-lini© soils- Later work by 
Truog and Hill (89) confirmed these findings. 
Data secxared by Pierre and Browning (61) shov;ed that sub­
stitution of increased amounts of rnagnesium carbonate for calcium 
carbonate up to 75 per cent improved {growth and produced normal 
loaf coloi' of plants. The use of wax;nosium carbonate )nato.vje0.1y 
increased, tlie water-soluble PgOg of the soil solution. 
The foregoing review show.s that ordinary phospliatos used 
as fertilisers yield calcium to react with the acids in the soil. 
Evidence of this was supplied by Truog and Oook (88) vjho demon­
strated that so-called base-estchange acids isolated from soils 
and bentonltes helped to make the phosphorus of phosphate rock 
available to plants. Ilils also shovred that there v/ere acids In 
the soil whicli would react with calcium jaliosphates. Theoretic­
ally, there la no reason why calcium phosphates should not have 
some neutraliaing effect on soil acidity. 
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Tlie Effect of Phoaphale Fei'tlllzors on aoll 
Reaction 
Bauer (10) claimed that tho availability of phosphate cle-
poncled on tho laws of masa action and chemical equilibrium. 
Plants that used calcium as well as phosphorus from rock phos­
phate v;ore ; ;ood phoBpimt© feeders. He concluded that on many 
soils of sli{5lit or moderate acidity the calcimi of phosphate rock 
vras sufficient to supply the needs of some legumes, sxich as red 
and marm:ioth clovei'. If the soil were too acid, lime also would 
have to be applied, but not excessively, lie was of tiie opinion 
that I'oclt phosphate could not supply enouich calcium for tho needs 
of sweet clover or ali'nlfa on acid soils because tho needs of 
i,hoso two plants for calcium ;l.s so great that unless the soil is 
practioally neutral limestone must bo applied. 
Later Bauox' (11) concluded that the calciu!"i of rode phos­
phate could not be considered as a substitute for limestone in 
growing clover except in a limited sense, lie thouglit the amount 
of calcium that could be derived from rock phosphate would bo 
insufficient and too slowly available on most soils which wore 
too acid to grow clovex*. 
Thor (78) found some indications on the Hopkins' farm in 
Illinois that applications of rock phosphate had reduced soil 
acidity sllgtitly. 
DoTurk (24) showed that the superior ability of alsike 
clover to thrive on an acid soil was at least partly the result 
of its ability to obtain and use largo amowita of both calcium 
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and phospliorua from the comparafcively tmavailnble foi'm in which 
those elemonts occur in acid soils. 'Iho alaike clover also 
apparently noved tho calciuvn and phoaiiioi'iia v/ithin tho plant 
with {•roator facility than did alfalfa. Altlrouf^h this would 
KOOJn to bo a point in favor of the ability of calcium phosphates 
to partially substitute for lir-'o on acid soils, DcTurk con-
cluiiod that acid soils adequately fertillaod with rock phospiiate 
would also need lime. 
Lauder and Smith (45) foiind that succesi'lve additions of 
a 26 per cent mineral iJhosphate to oqiieous suspensions of a 
clay loam up to five per cent produced a regular Increase in pH 
up to 7.7. With a sandy loam a maximum addition of 4 per cent 
mineral phosphate increased the pH from 4,97 to G.76 and with a 
peat soil an addition of 9.0 per cent mineral phosphate increased 
the pH from 3.69 to 5.3. 
Snider (76) found that roclc phosphate applied v/lth potash 
and three tons of limestone raised the pll from 6.0 to 6.2 after 
27 years of treatment on tiie Odin experiment field in Illinois, 
vvliere six tons of limestone \vope used, no increase in pll re­
sulted v/itii tho rock phosphate. 
Hopkins and V^hltlng (.'t^S) Introduced some ansiionluin siilfate 
and nitrifying organisms in a sterile flask containing some 
phosphate rock as a means of doterminlng tlae extent to which the 
acids produced acted on the rock phosphate. Tlie average results 
from in dvipllcate trials showed thot 115 pounds of phosphorus and 
811 pounds of calcium v/ere fotind in solution for every 56 pounds 
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of nitrogen changed from the oranionla form to the nitrito forKi. 
Approxlraatoly 90 por cent of the phosphate rock v;as dissolved. 
'ITrioy concluded that nitrification reimlted in solubility of 
calcitcn and phosphorus from rock phosphat-.o, the solubility in-
creaaiiif^ with increased tirio of action of the bactcria. 
S .uey (72) compared the solubility of limestone and rock 
phoaphato in one por cent and two per cont soliitions of nitric 
acid and found that the rock ph.osphafe v/as more soluble tlian the 
limestone at both strengths. 
Burgess (17) measured the pH of the soil on old fertility 
plots at four different dates and found that rock phosphate in­
creased the pll although not as much as did superphosphate. Ke 
also foiond that the rock phosphate increased the acidity of the 
soil according to the Jones llnte requirement method. 
Ilnnce (20) and Smith (75) did not find differences in re­
action of the soil follo\7ing the use of rook phosphate. 
Conner (21) treated an acid clay soil and an acid peat soil 
with different pliosphatic ratoplals in equivalent amounts of 
phosphoric acid. The amount was based on an application of G,000 
pounds of superphospliate por 2,000,000 pounds of soil. The rock 
phosphatf. reduced the acidity of both soils as measiired by the 
normal potassium nitrate niethod. 
The results of researches on the effect of superphospliate 
on soil reaction have been equally as varied as have those on 
the effect of rock phosphate. 
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Aa early ea 1915 Connor (21) roportod that when phosphates 
were added as fertiliser to acid soils, even in the form of acid 
piaosphate, the solriblo phosphate was soon fixed and no increase 
in acidity occurred. He also reported that on experimontal plots 
at the Purdue Experiment Station, soils treated for twenty years 
wltja acid phosphate showed less soluble acidity than unti'eated 
soils. Acid soils and silicatos treated in the 3sboratory vrith 
acid p'ti sphato sliowod leso soliible acidity than unti'oated soils 
end silicates. In those last named studies other phoaphcrus 
corripounds were usod« The following.; table Gives an idea of tJie 
compux'-ative noutiaLiainc.!; value of the different materials rnoasured 
by the normal potassium nitrate method on an acid peat soil, "D" 
and an acid clay soil, "K". 
Roaults on 25 gm. soil digested wltii 250 cc. N. KHOg 
Treatment of Sample Acidity 
Founds G'aCO.'i; per lailllon 
13 K 
None 4,000 4,040 
0.0125 gtn, phosphoric acid ....3,840 3,960 
0,024 ©n. monocalclum phosphate 3,760 3,780 
0,034 dicalclxan phosphate 3,600 3,120 
0.03 (jn. tricalcium pliosphate 3,520 3,240 
0.10 gnu acid phosphate 3,840 3,840 
0,05 gni. raw rock phosphate 3,760 3,800 
It is aif^nifleant that increanea in the amount of c alciuni in 
the raolecule of the piiro calcivuii phosphate resulted In deci^eases 
in acidity, held ph'-:sphate and phosphoric acid botli decreased 
acidity by the aaifio amount. Rock phosphate was nore effective 
in noutraliaint,; acidity than was the acid phosphate. 
In a review of the literature on the effect of acid phosfihate 
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on soil acidity Biirceaa (17) enphasized the clifferenoe of 
opinion o:cist:lnc as to the effect of tb.e rwove solnblo pbosphntos 
on aoj.l x'oactlon. JIo pointed out that although tlxe mMjority of 
vivitex'v, atatod that acid phosphal.oe did not pomano.itly increase 
soil acidity and upon cex'tain typon of soil mlsV)t slliiht?-y rech.ice 
it, there wore those who contended that odd phosijliaio inci'easod 
the capacity of the soil for lime absorption. Burgess v/as 
inclined to discredit the work of those who found an acidic 
effect resulting from acid phosphato. Prom the results of IJH 
determinations of samples taken frori long-time fertility plots 
he concluded: that Thomas alag,acid phosphate, ground bono, floats 
(I'ock phosphate) and double superpiiosphate all tended t;o reduce 
soil acidity somewhat. He claimed that there was no foundation 
for the statement that soils v/ould become acid fron: the continuous 
use of acid phosphate. 
/'wont'; other invevstlpators who have reported a neutralizing 
effect from superphosphate may bo listed Harrison (SS) who fovuid 
a alight decrease in acidity followinc the application of large 
amounts of superphosphate over an extended pex-iod. 
Some recent investigators v/ho have found no chance in soil 
reaction when superphosphate was applied are Jensen (38), Pitt-
man ((32), Hance (28) and O'oret (39). 
Tliore are a nuttibor of workers v/ho have found that soil 
acidity increased with additions of superphosphate. I>auder and 
Smith (45) found that additions of suporphoaphate, incorporated 
with the soil and shaken dally over a pei'iod of tliree montlia i'©-
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duced the pll of a clay loam ut did not appreciably ohango the 
reaction of a sandy loam or of a peat soil. 
Snidor (76) found that after 27 years of treatment the plots 
of the Odin field of Illinois v/hich had received a total of 7000 
pounds of snperph ephate and the eq^iivalent of approximately 400 
pounds an acre of elemental potassium v/ere more acid in reaction 
than was the soil of the check plot v/hich was similarly treated 
except for the superpliosphato. Tliis was true whether the basic 
treatment for these plots vias three or ol/^^at tons of llinostone 
per acre. 
Skirmer and Beattie (73) found that acid phosphate treated 
soils bocane more acid than untreated soils but not sd acid as 
the soils treated v/ith potassium sulphate. They observed the 
rtisagi'eoment between their findings and those of Conner (SI) who 
reported decreased acidity after twenty yeai's of fertilization 
with superphosphate. They also foujid that calcium sulpliate 
Increased the acidity of an acid Arlington silty clay loam. 
Superphosphate reduced tlie degree of acidity of the soil 
\mder Investigation according to Sewell and Latshaw (70), but 
tills reduction lasted only a short time, Subsequerit determina­
tions made several months later shov/ed that the superphosphate 
soils had about the same reaction ar. the untreated soils. 
Ploi^re (60) studied the effect of different phospha,te 
materials and lime on the pH of three soils, one of all£'^it 
acidity, one medium and one very acid. He compared mono-, di-, 
and tricalcium phosphates, monosodium phosphate, auperrhosphate 
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and rock phoaphato. All the phosphates studied caused decreases 
in the acidity of tho very acid soil. Dicalciura phospliate, tri-
calciura phosphate, and raonoBoditun phosphate caused tho groatest 
decroaaes, v;hil© monocalcltun phosiTlioto, sviperphosTdiate and rock 
phosphate caused relatively slif'ht decreases in acic'ity. Vsith 
the - iedium acid soil dlcalcl.ujn, monosodla»ii, and tr;l.calclui:i phos-
piliate deci''oaaed acidity, althoujjh not to so large an extent as 
with tho vory acid soil. On this soil, however, iiionocalcium 
phosphate caused no decrease in soil acidity and sviporph'sphate 
caused a slictit increase in acidity as sh;nvn by pH values. V.'lth 
tho sllfjhtly acid soil tricalciuni and dicalcium phosphate showed 
sllj^it doci'oases in acidity but rtionocalcim plrxoaphai e caused a 
slight increase and superphosphate a large Increase in acidity. 
These results showed that the original reaction of the soil 
influenced the effect of the various phosphates on soil reaction: 
tho more acid the soil, the groaf.or tho basic action of the 
different phosphates or the less thoir acidic efj'ocl;. 
Treble superphosphate r;ay bo regai'dod as ordir.aj*y super­
phosphate from which tho gypsijjn has been removed. It. usually 
contnina fi'om two and one~holf to tlireo times as mucli avarlla):>le 
phosphoi'lcj acid as does tho ortilnai'y siiperphoaphato. I'ractically 
all the phoapliorus is in tlie form of raonocalcium phosphate. 
As v/as the ca; o with aviperphosphate and rock phosphate, treble 
superphosphate has been found to neutralizo the acidity of the 
soil In some cases, to Increase acidity slightly or to cause no 
change in reaction In other oases. Conner (21) found monocalcium 
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phosphate rocluced the acidity of tho soil but not as much as did 
dlcalciuin or ti'icalcitun phosphate. Hanco (2B) and 1 ittman (62) 
noted no chan^^e in reaction follov/ing tho use of treble super­
phosphate. Pif.erre (60) found that monocalciuin phospliato de-
croaoed acidity on a hi. hly acid soil, caused no appreciable 
change in reaction on a medium acid soil and increased acidity 
somewhat in a ali£:Jitly acid soil although by a much smaller 
amount tlian did superphoanha:-,e. Ho attributed the difference 
in effect botv/een these two r.iatorlals to the presence of gypsum 
in tho cuporpliosphate. 
r^oi^re (59) baaed tho neutralisine value of rock phosphate 
in fertilizer mixtriros on the amoxint of citi'ate-inaolublo 
phosphoric acid in the fortiliaer mixture. A^. first he assumed 
that rock phosphate was basic in its effect l-o the extent of 
whatever carbonate impurities were present plus two~thirds of 
its calcitim in the form of piaosphate. Subsequently he decided 
that the rate of solution of phosphate rock was too slow to 
permit its being given full credit for neutralizing pia'poses. 
On tho former basis Florida roolc phosphate ujjed for filler-aub-
atitute purposes would have a neutralizinfi value equivalent to 
that of 805 pounds calciimi carbonate eqiiivalont pei' ton. On 
tho now bacis tliis would I'educed to C40 pounds calcium 
CHi^'bonatQ equivalent per ton. 
According to tho American Cynnamid Compan.v (G) phosphate 
rock has val\.ie in the soil as a carrier of both lino and phos­
phoric acid. It was claimed that in tho lip;ht of i»st expex'i-
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yionts phosphntG roclr waa Icn^nvn to be quite an offoctivo .foi'tl-
llztii' on aoid aolls. It vma also po.lntod out that phosphaio 
rock hncl a solubility (';roator than that of doloinltic llmeatone 
In wonlr. aoid solvit!ons; that the orop-produclng power of mixtures 
containing theso two raaterials in the amotmts roquli'ed by the 
oi'li^inal Pierre (59) method are similar and that the effects of 
such mlxtxiros on the soil reaction are practically idontical. 
r50cau}:.e of this The American Cyanamici Company (6) recommended 
that Pierre's first suf^gestion for calculatinc; the neutralizing 
value of rock phosphate in fertilizer mixtures be used, 
V/liile considering tJie noxitralijsing value of pliosphatea as 
basic material in mixed fertlliaers it is well to keep in mind 
the difference botween the phyaioloi;ical acinity of fGrtllif.ei's 
and tlxo acidity cif soils. This 'a po'.nted out by Shuoy (72) who 
also said that soil acidity so hi(;h as to reduce the yields of 
crops ahould be corrected by limine» the amotint depending on the 
degree of acidity. Tho neutraliziJig power c^f certain basic 
materials in respect to the free acids and aoid salts present 
in fortilizors should not bo confused with t/heir ability to 
neutralize soil acidity. 
Ilie effect of ammoniated phosphate on soil reaction must 
be the result of the combined effects of the ammonia compounds 
and the dlcalcium and inonocaloium phosphates. Pierre (60) 
found that the effoots of those two phosphates on reaction 
varied from none to a distinct neutralizing effect, depending 
on the original acidity of the soil. 
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Connor (J31) foiinrl that dlcnlciur. phosphate nnn tricDlcluni 
phoBpiu\l,0 liatl a la'^oator riovitralisinp effect on the so;ll ti an did 
si'.porphoGphato, rod: phoaphato, phospiiorie, acid or monccGlciujn 
phosphate. 
Piorro (SB) studied the effect of different nitrogen 
fertlllisorB on noil acidity and reported that sodium nitrate, 
calcium nitrate, and calcitVii cyanamid decreased acidity, v.'heroas, 
amntonlum sulfate, ajiimonium phosj^laate, leixnasaltpetor, uroa, and 
ommonivun nltrale caused an increase in acidity. He used tiae 
results of exchangeable hydrogen studies to prepare a table 
giving the proportions of different nitrogen fortilizors to vxse 
in building various fertilizer cortibinatlona which would not 
chanj^e the original reaction of the soil. Ho claimed that a 
Gowtalnntlon of 70 por cent nltro<'^en in the form of aoditim 
nitrate and 30 per cent in tho forin of amioniutn sulfate could 
!.io used without affecting tho soil reaction. He bolieved that 
calcium nitrate could be substituted for sodl\ari nitrate alnco 
it had about tho sane roaotlon. Similarly, in all his combina­
tions, he reoom-.ended the auijstitutloii of amioniuin phosphate "or 
anriionlum sulfate in equal amounts. 
Allison (5) reported also data vAilch shov/ed that the acidic 
effects of the use of one pound of atmnonlm sulfate could be 
corrected by the use of one and two-tenths pounds of pr*eclpitatod 
carbonate. An equivalent amount of nitrogen In the form of 
aminonitxm phosphate, lounasaltpeter, urea, and arononiuin nitrate 
required 1.0, 0,9, 9,6, and 0.6 pounds of precipitated carbonate 
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rospoctlvoly. 
Allison (5) prepared, a table showing'; the thooretical Eunoiuit 
of calclinn oxide reqnli'od to neutralize the acidities formed fran 
several nitrogenous fortilizors. From this table it apte ared 
that mono-ainrdonium phosphate waa capable of producing tv;o or 
throo times as much acidity as ammonium sulfate per unit of 
nitrogen. Allison pointed out, however, that because of the 
weak ionization of phoaphoric acid, when ammonia was added to a 
weak solution of it, tho firat hydrogon was neutralized at about 
I3li 4.4, tho second at 7.8, and the tliird at 9.4. Under normal 
concMiiona, then, only rno-third of tho niaximtim acidity of the 
raono~aTni;;on:Uiru phosphate v/oi.ild ordinarily bo realized in the 
soil. Jle remarked that t.his a,(;;reed largely with Pierre's (50) 
results. 
Ichikavm (ie) found that additions of disodiura phosphate 
and dipotassiian plioaphate made the soil sli^^htly acid. The 





The primary aimof this work was bo dotermlne tho effect 
of phosphate fertilizers on soil reaction. To this end sttidios 
v/ere made in Experiment 1 on Carrin/^ton silt loam cornpnrlni;; the 
effects of rock phosphate and superphosphate on reaction. Like­
wise, In Experiment 2 a aeries of pots of Qrimdy silt loam were 
treated In the .^jroenhoiise with different atnotints of rock phos­
phate and sodium phosphate with and without lime for comparisons 
between the effects of these materials and the effect of lime. 
Having found in thea© testa that tho phosphate fertilizers used 
had a significant effect on soil reaction, the scone of the work 
was broadened in Experiment 3 to determine the effects of five 
different phosnhate carriers on the reaction of three different 
acid soils. The soils used in this experiment were Grundy silt 
loarft from soiTthern Iowa, Tama silt loam from eastern lov/a and 
Carrlngton silt loam from northeastern Iowa. They wore selected 
as being representative of the large areas of acid soils in those 
sections of the state, Bacauso of the recent interest in the 
more concentrated phosphates, especially the ammonlated phos­
phates, rock phosphate, siiperphosphate. Ammo Phos "A", a!nmoniated 
phosphate and treble superphosphate were used. 
Experiment 2 was particularly desip^ned for two piirposes, 
namely, 1, to measure the effect of rock phosphate on soil re­
action, and 2, to determine whether or not rock phosphate could 
be substituted for lime to supply calcl\am for plant nutrition. 
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More emphasis was placed on rock phosphate than on other 
forms of phosphabe fertilizers because of the use of the term 
"lime phosphate" (34) in the fertilizer trade by a comjnercial 
company marketing a finely ground rook phosphate fertilizer 
and because of recoramendationa that rook phosphate be used as 
a filler in mixed fertilizers (71). 
The attempt to Isolate any effects that the calcium supplied 
by the rock phosphate ml'';ht have other than its neutralizing 
effect was investigated because of tlie Importance placed by many 
(2) (3) (4) (94) (64) (65) (10) on the nutritive value of calcium 
In limestone. If some of the benefit from llmin,; Is due to the 
calcium supplied regardless of the pH, it is possible that rock 
phosphate may be substituted for lime to s^ipply calcium to the 
plant. In order to obtain some information on this point sodium 
phosphate was substituted for rock phosphate in Experl.ent 2 on 
the Grundy silt loam. 
Mothoda of Proceduro 
! •  
The pH meaaurexnonts wore made with the qvilniiydrone oleoti'ode 
according to tho recommendtttlcms of Billman and Jeneon (12). 
2. Lime Requirement 
The soils v/ere tested for lime requirement by the potassium 
thlocyanate method (31) and by the Truog lead acetate method 
(81). In Experiment 2 tlie lime requirement of tho soil anrnplod 
at nine different dates waa measured, by tho lIardy-I,6v/lB notViod 
(29). 
i'j. liixchanrieable calcium 
l;hon the experlmont waa first started In 1930 the Schollen-
bert^er anu'ionium acetal.e method was i.sod in tho base exchange 
studios (6B). Hov/ever, tho sm of the exchangeable hydrogen 
and exchangeable-) calciura in the limed soils waa found to be 
greater than tho base exchange capacity of the soil by tliis 
method, 'iliese results are in accord v/lth those I'oj^orted by 
Kllllnger (44), Doan (28), Doan (23), and Horkle (51). Schol'en-
berger and Di'oibelbia (67) reported that one should expect the 
aur/i of replaceable bases and hydi'ogon to bo greater than the 
base exchange capacity becaune of the presence of easily soluble 
cations othor than those in the baao oxchanie complex in soils. 
However, it seemed desirable to use sorio method of meaaurewent 
wiiic}! v/o-ild avoid these apparent solubility effects. The 
alcoholic potass ^um chloi'ido inoihod of Chapman and Ko":loy (20) 
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was selected becautse It gave results v/hich seemed to be rnoro 
truly repreaentativo of actual Gxchari/;:eablo caloluin t; an otluir 
met.lj.ods tried, 
4. Kxchan/^eable Hydrogen 
Tl).e jimmoniuna oceiate inetiioci of Schollonberger and Dreibolbis 
(08) vvni- useti foi' determlnlnr; oxchansoablo hydro on in experi­
m e n t s  1  a n d  2 .  
5- Base Exchanf^e Capacity 
A modification of the procedure recoimnended by Solriollen-
boi'ger and Di'eibolbls ((58) was followed In the determination of 
base exchange capacity. An open system so arranged as to keep 
the soil covered with the solution and to provide a continuous 
flow v/aa developed and found to c^-ve comparable results with the 
cloiied system. The base exchange capacity was found to bo 
practically the same with Parker's method as with the Schollon-
berger method. 
Other analyses 
Available phosphorus was detei-mined by the 0.002 N. aulfm*lc 
acid f!oti.iod of Trucg (04). Harper's (30) modification of the 
phenol(]lRulfonlc acid method was used to determine nitrates. The 
recommendations of the Aasoclation of Official Agricultural 
Chemists (7) were follov;od In determining the calclwi content 
of Ihe sweet clovor, the magnesium nitrate method for total soil 
phosphorus and the Chmning-Hlbbard method for total nitrogen. 
Re£3ults 
1. Tho Kfl'ect: of Rock Phosplialo> 20 Per Cont Supei'phosphate 
an^Lline Upon tho Koactlon of CarrinKton Lonwr" 
T]io surface yoi3. from a virgin aroa of Oarrln{:ton loam 
havint-; u pH of G.O and a limo reqtxiromonfc of 2 tons poi' aero 
was brought to the greentiouse, acreenGcl through a l/4-lnch 
sieve, mixed thorougjlrily and placed In 4-gallon pots. The soils 
wore treated accoi'dlng to the outline •iiven In table 1. The 
moisture content of the soil v/as adjusted to 50 per cent of the 
satui'atlon capacity and maintained at that amount throuf-iliout tlie 
experiment by the addition of dintllled water. Samples v/ere 
taken at Intervals for a detoi-mlnation of pil, and base exchange 
proper ties. Tho results obtained are ]>reaented in tables 2, 5 
and 6. 
The phosphates used wer'o representative samples ta]cen fi'om 
sacks of the niaterinl as sold for coiTiirercial use. Tho analysis 
of tho liTiootono allowed it to nop.taln ihe following': 
J.nsol, material and 4.26/u 
Fo and A1 oxides and Mn 3«ai/o 
aalc:b.JUii 23.Oi;.^ 
Magnea iiir.i 26.74% 
Molstiire content 1,60> 
^:-Alkalin:ity test 98.50/a 
•ijSample boiled In hydrochloric acid and back titrated v/ith 
sodium hydroxide. 
Screen Test 
Particles on 10-meah acreen 17»18J^^ 
» •' 20-mosh " 22.39^^ 
" " 40-mosh " 17.35/^^ 
" " 100-mesh " 2Q,Q2% 
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Table 1 
Outline of Troatraents 
Pot No. Troatiiiont 
1. A and B Ho treatment 
2. A and B 1000 lbs. 300-mesh Kuhrti's rook 
phosphate per acre 
3. A and B 2(X)0 lbs. 300-mesh Rul-un's rock 
phosphate per acre 
4. A and B 120 Iba. 20JJ superphosphate per 
acre 
5« A and B 240 lbs. 20/^ superphosphate per 
acre 
6. A and B 4000 lbs. (ground litnoston© per acre 
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a. pH 
TOio offOct of rook phosphate, superphosphate and limo on 
tho reaction of Oarrinjiton loam as moasurod by pH of the original 
and treated soils at ten dates after the soils were treated is 
given in table 2. 
An analysis of variance of the data v;as made, Vnit because 
so much of the variation was duo to the lime t?\o analysis v/as 
again n;ado, oin:]tting the rosnlta obtained on tiio llined soils 
(table r>)» Tivo analyuiD tlien showed t,hah i.ho standard ei'ror of 
tho (•iffoi-onco betv/een any pair of treatment moans was 
~|yZEI|^ZIIZ = 2.0025 
and the decoded value for sMd v;as 0»020025. Corresponding to 
Pishor's 5 per cent point for 50 degrees of freedom, the value 
of t « g«6V8, Therefore, tho least mean difference which can be 
considered higlily sl[';nifioant is 2«G7a x .020025 = 0.05S6 pIU 
The mean pH for the different treatments wei'e as follows; 
1. Check 5.787 pH 
2. 1000 lbs. rock phosphate 5.854 pH 
5. 2000 lbs. rock phosphate 5.890 pll 
4. ISO lbs. 20/^ Quporphosphate 5.731 pH 
5. 240 lbs. 20/a superphosphate 5,(37 pII 
6. 4000 lbs, ground limestone 7,002 pH 
The data show thtit both the 1000 lbs. and the 2000 lbs, of 
rock ph .'Sphate per acre Increased tlie isll of Gari'lngton loam in 
the £;roonhc)uao by a hltiiily slj;nificant amount. The p.li of the 
soil receiving 2000 lb. per acre of rock plioaphate was siiinificant 
greater t}ian the pll of tho soil receiving 1000 pound per acre of 
rock phosphate. Tlae QiJplioation of s\iperphof^)hate decreased the 
Table 2 
The pH of Garrington Silt Loam Treated with Rock Phosphate, 
Superphosphate and Lime 
Treatment 1930 
D A T E  
1931 
11-21: 12-13: 12-20: 12-27 :l-3 :1-10 :1-17 :2-14 :3-14 :4-ll :6-15 
Check 1. A1 5.80 6.09 5.95 5.85 5.59 6.00 5.86 5.71 5.68 5.40 5.43 
A2 5.80 6.15 5.96 5.90 5.63 6.03 5.82 5.73 5.74 5.65 5.42 
B1 £>.88 5.89 5.98 5.90 5.69 6.00 5.73 5.73 5.77 5.53 5.40 
B2 6.00 6.00 5.94 5.93 5.69 5.99 5.84 5.78 5.71 5.52 5.47 
A1 5.94 6.09 5.97 6.00 5.96 5.99 5.78 5.89 5.78 5.67 5.47 
1000 lbs. 2 ,  A2 5.89 6.06 5.94 5.96 5.90 6.01 5.82 5.84 5.78 5.68 5.47 
rock 131108 B1 6.03 6.00 5.99 5.98 5.90 6.01 0.89 5.85 5.81 5.27 5.52 
B2 6.00 6.12 5.94 6.00 5.96 5.99 5.95 5.85 5.80 5.72 5.55 
Al 5.94 6.06 6. IS 5.96 5.82 6.01 5.95 5.74 5.88 5.75 5.43 
-2000 lbs. A2 5.95 6.06 6.07 5.98 5.82 6.01 5.91 5.74 0.38 5.75 5.43 
rock phos- B1 6.06 6.05 6.03 5.96 5.90 5.96 5.95 5.87 5.83 5.83 5.61 
ohate B2 5.99 6.05 6.07 6.04 5.84 5.96 5.95 5.86 5.89 5.83 5.61 
Al 5.91 5.85 5.66 5.85 5.73 5.82 5.78 5.75 5.71 5.63 5.52 
120 lbs. 4. A2 5.85 5.85 5.67 5.83 5.80 5.90 5.76 5.73 5.67 5.63 5.53 
super­ B1 6.01 5.70 5.67 5.83 5.69 5.89 5.73 5.77 5.75 5.70 5.56 
phosphate 32 6.06 5.76 5.76 5.76 5.69 5.89 5.83 5.75 5.68 5.67 5.53 
Al 5.91 5.75 5.74 5.7 V 5.63 5 .84 5.80 5.62 5.68 5.58 5.56 
240 lbs. 5. A2 5.84 5.75 5.84 5.76 5.66 5.83 5.76 5.65 5.68 5.58 5.36 
super­ B1 6.03 5.68 5.86 5.76 5.63 5.80 5.71 5.58 5.61 5.60 5.35 
phosphate B2 6.01 5.75 5.65 5.79 5.63 5.80 5.73 5.60 5.68 5.57 5.35 
Al 5.85 6.84 7.07 6.90 6.87 7.09 7.08 7.23 7.26 7.23 7.10 
4000 lbs. 6. A2 5.92 6.84 7.07 6.93 6.87 7.07 7.08 7.30 7.32 7.21 7.12 
groimd B1 6.10 6.77 6.93 6.95 6.89 7.11 7.07 7.20 7.19 7.17 7.05 
limestone B2 6.04 6.71 6.92 6.93 6.90 7.12 7.12 7.20 7.20 7.17 7.05 
Ave. pH of soil before treatment 5.93 
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Table 3 
Analysis of Var.1.anco of tho pH of Cai'rington 

























Mean square higlily significant 
SM.. =~l/2 (.00401) = .020025 
20 
X =5 2.626 
.020025 
Mj) w «QS25 = least mean difference highly 
significant 
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pll of iho Cfirrin/3ton loam by a h5.(;5bly significant aniowit. Tho pii 
of tiiG soil r-ocG*vin|- tiie 240 pound application wat; significantly 
loviov than tho pii of t.ho aoil I'Gooiviiig the l!-JO poxmd application. 
Viiion th6 analysis of var.lanco was raado on all of tho data* 
inoludinfi the reaulta for the lirried soil, the least mean differ-
enco \i5:i.lch could bo oonaiderod hlf^hly significant v/as 0.0448 pH, 
which i s a little lov/or than the value found when tho lime data 
were omitted from the analysis, Vvlaen this figui'e,0.0448 pll,is 
used for tiio comparison of mean dlfforonces easentially tho same 
I'elafcionshipa ai'e obtained as v/ore obtained with tho value 0.0525 
pH, except that tlio 2000 pounds per acre application of rock 
jTlioaphatG produced an increase in pll of tho soil hit^jlily sijsnifl-
cantly groat or than tho 1000 pound pox' aero application or that 
of tiiQ untreated aoil. Tho application of linto to (Jari'ington 
loatn at ihc rato of 4000 pounda por* acre prochaced an increase 
in pii of tlio aoil over timt of tho other ti'oatmonti; by an arjioxmt 
which i a niuc};i larg<.;r than t]io loact moan difference considered 
hij'Jily sicnificant. 
Tlieao results show that rock ph^isphato in ordinary rates of 
application ded'oaood tho acidity of Onrrington loam, whereas, 
suporpliosphate in ordinary rates of application increased the 
acidity. The hifjli neutralizing value of lime v/as demonstrated. 
V/hether these increasea and decreases in acicilty resulting from 
phoaiTliato fertilizers are of magnitudes which would make much 
difference in the growth of "lime-loving" plants such as alfalfa 
and sweet clover remains a question that can bo ansv/ered only by 
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actual field trials. V^liethor those difrerences are important 
i^rom the j^ractical standpoint and wliether roclc pliosphato can be 
viaod t'j oupi^ly c alciu^n in ordinary a(:rici:.ltural pi^actices are 
quciit:"-..nr- that have lAot been anrAvcrod. 'i'ho pcsDibilitios aug-
yoatod by liioae rosi-lts ahtnil.ci bo diGckod by I'urthor ojcporirnonta-
j 
tion. 
b,. Base Extdiiait^ye ProTB rtlea 
(1) Preliminary studies on methods 
Sine© Gedrolz's early work (27) many base exchange studies 
have been made and several nev; niethoda have been employed, but 
no one of those methods has been generally accepted as entirely 
satisfactory. Difficulty is usiially encoiaitered when taie tries 
to duplicate the rosu.lts obtained on a iven soil by tVi?o methods. 
Bradfleld (13) noted that tlie results obtained on the same soil 
by different luethods v/ere visually of the same order of magnitude 
but differed from each other considerably more than the experi-
r;iontal error vvlth a single vnetli.id. 
-Sonio of tho uncertainty In regard to methods may be attributed 
to the lack of af-^reemGnt different workoi-'s concerninf; the 
nature of the base exchange complex and the manner in which the 
bases are hold as Mot?iger (52) pointed out. The view that bases 
are hold in chemical combination with replacemcmt occurring 
according to v/ell-defined chemical lav/s Is generally supported 
by the work of Kelley and IJrovm (41), Burgess and McGeorge (19) 
and Kerr (43). Opposing this view is the theory proposed by 
Hlssink (33) and apparently supported by Breaaeale and Magistad 
(14) unci Oden (B4) that the oxchanyoable cationa ai'o absorbed 
as an extornal layer around the colloid particle. 
(./haman and Kelley (20) claim that the detorminatl:;n of 
roplaceablo baaea Is not an exact procosa and Kolley (40) v/ovild 
arbitrarily limit the tern "base oxchan;-o" cinco it can not be 
correctly applied v/ith precision to ever,/ reaction wherein the 
baao of a solid becomes substituted by the base of a solution. 
'J.'hls view v/as taken by Slater (74) v/ho reported that tlie method 
to be used muat be selected with regard to the partlcvilai' study. 
If this is true the results of any base exchange study should be 
considered as specific only for the method used. 
Aqueous solutions of salts sucli as KGl, KaOl, BaClg, HH4GI 
and NIl4Ac have been tried by different workers but all have some 
dissolving effect on bases in soil corbonates and unweathored 
soil wlneral particles. The same criticiBm is made of dilute 
HCl and of OhgCOOH solutions. However, good results have been 
obtained by Ma^istad and Burgesc (49) with an alcoholic solution 
of 13aGlj.3 Ghapman and Kolloy (80) with an alcoholic 
solution of KGl. 
Tiio roaults of some preliminary work by this method and the 
ammonium acetate method are presonted in table 4. 
The amounts of exchangeable oalciujn foxjind in the unlimed 
soils by the alcoholic potash method were not much different 
from the amounts fovind by the ammonium acetate method, but tlie 
amounts found in the limed soils were much lower by the alcoholic 
potash method. The differences in the amount of exchangeable 
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Table 4 
A Oomparlaon of Methods for DotGrniinina' the Excliange 
Calcium In Qrundy Silt Loam 
Tre a talent M.!!). Exch. GG. par 100 FGNA. DRY Soil 
Ale.-ICC 1 Method ! NH^Ac - Mothod 
Uo treatraont 13.19 12.51 
cjC)0/;i rock 
phosphate 13.99 12.71 
1000# rock 
phoophate 13,00 12.82 
1500 rock 
phosphate 12.45 14.68 
gOOOf/ rock 
plxosphate 13.99 15.04 
2500# rock 
phosphate 14.09 14.94 
30005-;^ rook 
pho a piriat 0 14.09 14 • 33 
1000// rock 
pliospliate -I' 
4 lime 18.46 23.36 
2000v'/^ rock 
phosphate + 
4 T. 11m© 10.64 23.05 
KagPOA oquiv. 
lOOOj? rock 
phosphate 13,42 14.84 
Wa-^P04 ©quiv. 
2000# rock 








4 tona lime 17.33 23.05 
4 tons llnie 18.91 23.15 
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calcium Toimd in limocl soils and tlmt found in un3 imod solla vms 
not so narkod v.hon the alcoholic KGl mot' od vms used na whon tho 
NH4AO0 mothod was uaed, Tlais Indicates that less solublo calcimi 
from the CaCOg was appearing In the leachato of the alcoholic 
KGl- ilov/ever, tho aiwn of oxobongeable cnloiiim ond hyrlroj^en in 
the llniod soil was groQtoi» than the exchange capacity, even when 
the exchangeable calciwi was detomlned by the alcoholic-KGl 
method. 
It was tho\;^^lit that tho sum of the exchange Ca and II mlpjht 
he too highhocauae of tl-ie II aa well as the Ga. Since the sum 
of the exchangeable calcium and exchangeable hydrogen In the 
limed soils v/as greater than llie base exchange capacity, even 
when tho alcoholic-KGl method was used, tho possibility that 
tlio amount of exchan/^ooble hydrogen was too large was Investl a-
i ed. 
Hence, a preliminary study to compare ]'arker's (55) barium 
acotate method, the ammonixim acetate met od v/ith a closed system 
and tho awimonium acetate method with an open system vms made. 
Tho ammonium acetate and barium acetate methods for measur­
ing replaceable hydrogen were found to give comparable results 
but bettor agreement betiveen duplicates was secured v/ith tho barium 
acetate than v/ith the ajmraonium acotate method. No appreciable 
difference was found between tho results obtained v;ith the open 
and tho closed system of leaching by the ammonium acotato method. 
Walker (91) reported hif^jhor exchangeable hydrogen by the 
barlurti acetate mothod than by the ammonium acetate method. 
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Markle (51) considered the results obtained v/lth the ammonlviin 
acetate method too low. 
The base exchange capacity of most soils is regarded as a 
fairly well fixed quantity according to V/alkoi' and iirovm (92). 
Dean (HS) fo\ind no ohanyo in baae exchange capacity of the soil 
followln,:; additions of different amoiiiits of calcium anri niacnoslum 
li-!aos bonos. Robinson (G4) even suggested the use of tlio absorb-
i)i,; co.'nplox as a basis for soil charactei'lzation because of its 
constancy over a period of years. On the othoi* hand, I.Iorkle (511) 
found that different management i^ractices chani;ed the base ex­
change capacity of the soils of the Pennsylvania plots and Tiu,lln 
and Bystrova (79) claimed a permanent Increase in the exchange 
capacity of soils treated with alkalis. Tliat strong alkali 
tends to build up the base exchange capacity of the soil v/as also 
borne out by tlie work of Burgess (18) and Schollenbergor and 
Dreibelbls (68). The effect of pliosphates on the exchange 
capacity of the soil was also determined. 
Preliminary studies v/ere made on methods for detei'inining 
base exchange capacity of the soil and it was n' ted tiiat varlatloni 
in the amount of ammonia used to neutralize the alcohol employed 
in leacliing tho excess ammonia from the soil produced very r arked 
diffo:rGncos. This was especially troublesome because of the in-
clefin.lto end point v/ith brore-tiiyraol blue, the indicator recom­
mended by richollenbergor and Uroibelbis (08). 
A statistical analysis of the data showed no significant 
difference between the base exchange capacity of any of the so31s 
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di\o to tho different treatments of phosphatoa. 
These data aooinGcl to justify tho use of tho rr\oan base ex-
chanf';e capacity for calcxilating the replaceablo batjos and tho 
degree of sai'iiration. IvTaethor thofjo differences are liny;ortont 
from the practical standpoint and v^hother rock phosphate can bo 
usod to supply calcium in ordinary agricultural practlcos are 
questions 1;hat have not been answered. The possibilities su£j-
r,:e5ted by these results should be checked by further experi­
mentation. 
(2) Major studies 
The amount of replaceable hydrogen in the soils at two 
different dates and tlie mean replaceable hydrogen of tho differ­
ently treated soils are given in table 5. 
The moan exchangeable hydrogen of the soils receiving the 
1000- and the 2000-pound per acre applications of i'>ock phosphate 
was about tho same and at least 0.4 i.l»E, lov/er than the average 
amount of exchangeable hydrogen in the untreated soil. ITie 
applications of superphosphate increased the average amomt of 
replaceable hydrogen over that of the check soil. The application 
of lime decreased the average exchangeable hydrogen In the soil 
prtictically one-third of the total. 
The data shov/ that both rock phosphate and ground limestone 
decreased the acidity of Garrington loam as measured by the con­
tent of exchangeable hycli'ogen. 
A correlation betv/een tho average pll of the variously treated 
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Table 5 
Roplacoablo Hydroiir.enj Base Excbanrce Capacity, Oontont of 
A <«W4JUI » Uutfeated. coil 
I-iovcmbor 21 < l-SsU" 
nvnf <• n t- ;iixclmngo; ulxohango;iixchaugo: i)er;r*eo riixchaxxf 
rhydrof?;©!!:capacity: bases s of :hyd.ror.;£; 
s w.K. : ".E. ; :aaturation: 
1, A 
B 














Svip orpb.o split), to 



















Ave. , 4.47 14.19 76.0 
Koto: The valmos of bawo exchimf^Q capacity* oxc3.\mT^;oQbl© iiydrojji 
milligraws por lurndrod p;i'»aras of aoil. 

i? Roplttceablo DGSQS, oiid Dogreo of Saturation of Carrington Loam 
April 11, 1031 J-uno 13, 1931 
•Moans- fi 
ag©: uxc) jonge: Hxolmn;c.t© t Dof;,re© ; Exchangel itxohai^e: Excheinge: Dogre© . 
r;;orucapacity: basoo : of shydrogen:capacity: baaos : of 
» ! K.E# : M.33, reatviratlons t K»E, s K.K, saafcurationr 













13.51 72.4 7.72 10.94 58.6 6,44 
13.66 73.2 7.72 10.94 58.6 6.56 
14.16 75.0 8.40 10,26 54.9 6.45 
14, S6 76.4 8.40 10.26 54.9 6.40 
IS. 16 65.1 8.40 10. S6 54.9 7,45 
12.16 65.1 0.40 10,26 04 . 9 7.45 
IS. 36 71.5 8.01 0.88 52.7 7.06 
15.16 70.5 9.02 9.64 51.6 7.86 
10.36 87.6 6.07 12.59 67.4 4.18 
16,06 86.1 6.49 12,17 65,2 4.54 
Hon and oxohangoable baoea are ©xpresaod in terins of 
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soils at 10 different samplln[r.; and the average content of ex-
changeahlo hydrogen nioasxjred at tv/o dni.os gave a correlation 
coefficient of -.9644, a higlily significant amomt. Eorlior .In 
this pnpor it was pointed out that in tiie experiniGnt both rock 
ph niphato and ground limestone were foiu^d to incx'oane the pTl by 
a }ii(jlily significant amount v/h;'.lo superphosphate decreased the 
pH by a hif^ily significant ojnount. 
The base exchange capacity of the varioxisly treated soils 
(table 6) varied at different dates but a statistical analysis 
of the data (table 7) shov;ed that tlie differences wore not 
significant. 
The data in table 5 show further that the applications of 
rock phosphate increased the amotint of replaceable bases and the 
degree of saturation in the different soils proportionately as 
it decreased tlie amount of replaceable hydrogen. On the other 
hand, the applications of STxpei'phoaphate decreased the content of 
replaceablo bases and the degree of satwation. 
The content of replaceable bases was assumed to be the 
difference between the; exchange capacity and the content of re­
placeable hydrogen, Matwully, then, since the same value for 
exciiange capacity was used throughout, the amount of replaceable 
bases varied inversely as the content of exchangeable hydrogen. 
TT-ie sotno relationships between treatment and the content of ex­
changeable hydrogen held between treatment and the content of 
exchangeable bases. The same is true of the degree of saturation 
since this value was obtained by tlie formula 
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Table 6 
Base iixchange Capacity of Carrin^ton Loam 
. Kov. 21, 193L): Juno Is, 19o4 
1 A Check 19.50 : 17.91 
B 18.62 17.50 
2 A 1000// rock 17.98 : 17.64 
B phosphate 18.78 17.40 
3 A 2000# rook 19.05 ! 18.33 
B phosphate 20.68 18.22 
4 A 120# 20?^ 18.3P : 17.62 
B stiperphosphate. 18.,51 ; 19.94 1 , i 
5 A 240// 20% 19.23 : 18.98 
B superphosphate 19.89 19.54 
6 A 4000// gi'ound 18.42 : 18.57 
B limestone 18.29 19.14 
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Table 7 
Analysis of Variance of Base Exchan^^.e Capacity 
of Oarrlnyton Loam 










Total 23 16.2731 1.7388 
Between means of dates 1 1.7388 1.7388 
Between means of treatment 5 5.2755 1,0551 
Interaction 5 3.8455 0.7691 
Within 12 5.4133 0.4511 
For these small degrees of freedom the least mean 
square which would be highly significant is 4.75. 
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100 X =: dogreo of sntiiratlon , 
fixch. capacity in l.i.E. 
Tlio data show that the acld3.ty of all soils increased with 
time. The content of exchangeable hydrogen in the check soil 
v/aa twice as higl:i five months after treatment as it was in the 
aame soil v/hen the oxperimemt v/as started. Likewise, all soils 
contained a higher content of exchangeablo hydrogen seven months 
aftei' treatment than flvo months after treatment. 
2. Tho iiifj.'ect of Rock Phosphate and Sodiijm Phosphate With and 
Without Lime and Lime Alone on the Grundy Silt Loam 
Tho offecta of different amounts of rock phDSphate and of 
sodiuw phosphate in comparison with limestone on the I'eaction of 
Grundy silt loam was studied in this experiment. Grundy silt 
loam, having a lime requirement of approximately 3 -l/2 tons 
per acre and a pH of 5.30 was brought to the greenhouse, sieved 
througii a l/4-incli screen and 30 potinds of dry soil placed in 
each of 56 4-gallon pots. 
The average pliosphorus content of this original soil was 
0.08.per cent and the average nitrogen content vma 0.23 per cent. 
The soils were ti^eated accox'ding to the followln,ij plan; 
1. Clieck 
2. 500 lbs. Ruhm's 300-mosh rock phosphate por acre'"'' 
3. 1000 lbs. " " " " " " 
"'^The treatments wore made on the basis of 2,000,000 poxmds por 
aci'o of surface soil and the fei'tlllzer v/as thorouglily mixed 
with tho scjil. 
4. 1500 Iba. Huliin's 300-mesh rock phosphate pei> acre 
5. 2000 lbs, " " " " " " 
6. 2500 lbs. " " " " •' " 
7 .  5000  l bs .  "  "  "  "  "  "  
C.  lOUO lb;;-. liuluu's 300-mesh rock phosphate pur acre + 4 T. 
. limoatone per acre 
9, 2000 lbs» Riihrti's SOO-mesh rock phosphate per acre + 4 T. 
limestone per acre 
10. 1278 lbs. sodlm phosphate, equivalent to 1000 lbs, rock 
phosphate jieir acre 
11. 2557 lbs. sodium phosphate, equivalent to 2000 lbs. rock 
phosphate per acre 
12. 1278 lbs. KagP04 + 4 T. of limestone per acre 
13. 2557 lbs. Na,'5P04 + 4 T. limestone per acre 
14. 4 T. ground limestone per acre 
The moisture, content of the soils was adjusted to 50 per 
cent of the satviration capacity and maintained at that amount 
by additions of distilled water. Of the four* pots per treat­
ment, two v/ere fallowed and used for sarnplinp; and two were seeded 
to GwoGt clovor. A sub-irrigation system was used in watering 
the cropped pots. 
The rock phosphate vms taken from a sack of commercial materi 
having the follov/ing guaranteed analysis; 
"Effectual" PgOg 30.15 per cent 
Calcium 33.0 per cent 
Passing a 300-mesh screen 80.0 per cent 
•» 
Upon analysis a sample of the rock phosphate used in the experi­
ment was found to contain 30.27 per cent PgOs* G*P» CaOOs and 
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Na3P04 were used. The fallow soils wore sampled at Intervals for 
a determination of pll, exchangeable hydrogen and base exchange 
capaclt.,', exchangeable calcium, available phosphate, nitrnte 
nitrogen, and lime roqiiirement, The results obtained are pre-
nentod In tables, 8, 12, 15, 17, and 21. 
The pH of the soils determined over a period of 20 months 
is given in table 8. To simplify the interpretation of the 
results and to sectire the variability for rock phosphate treat­
ments alone, the data were divided into tv;o parts for the statis~ 
tlcal analysis after first making an analysis of variance on the 
complete data in table 8. 
Tlie first set consisted of the data of the entire 14 treat­
ments, whereas, the second sot consisted only of the data for the 
first seven pairs of pots, or the check and the rock phosphate 
treatments only. 
An analysis of variance of the combined data of tables 8 and 
9 showed that for the 14 i:rentnen1.s the variation duo to time 
and tlio variation duo to treatment were each highly sii^inifleant. 
The experimemtal error between the pH of soils of the same 
treatment on each data was found to be 0.001 pH. This variance 
was used in calculating the significance of the differences be­
tween the treatment means for the entire 14 pairs of pots. 
In part D of table 9 the analysis of variance v/as made on 
the data from the soils receiving different amounts of rock 
pliosphate. The mean squares were smaller than where the results 
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'i'Qblo 0 
Thg Hffocb of Hock Plioiaphato tand 3odi^ira Phospiiabo Alone m\d w 
of OruncJy Silt Lo 
: ph 
Troatraont : ' ' ' 
s l-il s a-icr ; 3-11 s 5-19 8 "7-11 
1 A Check 5,24 5.18 5.28 5,04 5,04 5.03 
B 5.24 5.10 5.28 5.04 5.03 
2 A 500,r' rook phoaphata 5.32 5.23 5.36 5.09 5.17 5.01 
B 5.27 5.23 5.33 5.10 5.17 5.03 
3 A 1000// rock oiioaphato 5.29 5.23 5..31 5.12 5.14 5.06 
B Q.152 5.23 5.28 5 <.15 5.14 5.06 
4 A 1500^- rook phosphate 5.34 fj.ie 5.28 8.16 5.11 5.03 
B 5.34 5. IB 5.28 S.15 5.14 5.02 
5 A 2000// rook phosphate 5.34 5.20 5,28 5.12 5.14 5.06 
B 6.32 5.23 5.24 5*09 5.14 5.05 
6 A S500#' rock phosrjhafco S. 'J 4 5.22 5.28 5.12 5.24 5.15 
D 5.34 5.24 5.24 5.15 5.24 5. lo 
7 A 3000// rock lohosphato 5.31 5.10 5.36 5.15 5.18 5Voa 
B 5.34 5.14 5.38 5,17 5.18 5*aa 
8 A lOOOj/ rock j3ho8« -S' 4 '?» 7i36 7il3 7.12 6.82 6.75 6.62 
3 llmo 7.38 7i08 7.0:? 6.80 6.75 6.68 
9 A 2000;-;- rook phoa. 4 T, 7.46 7.09 7.18 6.95 6,78 6.69 
Q llrriQ 7.49 7.11 7.19 6.92 6.75 6.65 
10 A UasPOA as 1000# rock phoQ» 
B 
5.60 5.40 S.56 5,59 5.27 5.15 
5.65 5.40 5.59 5.59 5.31 5,16 
11 A N0.3PO4 w 2000;/ rock phoa. 5«93 5 a 35 6*02 6.61 5.54 5,41 
5.92 5.B4 6.04 5.66 5.54 5.38 
IS A KagPOA ra 1000# rook phos. 7.64 7.39 7.46 7,02 7,03 0.77 
B -t- 4 T. llxno 7,65 7,41 7.49 7.04 7.06 6.75 
13 A Ma3?04 » 2000# rook phos. 7.71 7.44 7.66 7.12 7.21 6.93. 
15 H- 4 T. limo 7.71 7.44 7.66 7,12 7.21 6.93 
14 A 4 'I', llmo 7.50 7.24 7,22 7.02 6,91 G.62 
B 7.47 7,26 7.18 7.02 6.93 6.62 
Avorago pH of soil lioforo v/aa 8.31 

Tablo 8 
3IL;o Alone ftn.1 v/5J;h LIRB and 
Oin.mdy Silt Loom 
of Lime Mono on tiio pH 
Dh 
1934 I'pQfiTment 
"S-19 J 7-11 : G-.14 5 9-14 
. SUTQf! 
•i::isTT-i5 i 4-1! i" e-ii' f' 
(3.04 [3.03 4.98 4.73 4.99 5.03 5.00 4.69 4.93 
5.04 5. OS 5.01 4. B4 4,99 5.06 5.00 4.71 5.00 5.02 
6.17 5.01 5.01 4.05 5.02 4.98 5,11 4,69 4.93 
B.17 G.03 4.98 4.88 5.02 5.00 5,11 4.69 4.96 5.06 
5.14 S.06 4.98 4.85 5.02 5.03 5,09 4,66 4,95 
5,14 5.06 5.01 4.83 5.02 5.01 5.09 4,69 4.90 5.06 
5,11 5.03 4.98 4.81 4.97 5.01 5,06 4.61 4.91 
5.14 5»02 5.01 4.90 4.97 5.01 5.a/ 4.66 5,27 5.06 
5.14 5.06 5.01 4.08 5.06 5.05 5.07 4.68 5.00 
5.14 5.05 4.98 4.e39 5.07 5.08 5,11 4,71 4.96 5. a/ 
1 5.SM 5. IS 4.94 4,88 5.04 5.08 5.02 4.69 4.90 
5.24 5.13 4.96 4.95 5.06 5,15 5.08 4.75 4.98 5.08 
1 5,18 5*08 4.9B 4.95 5.09 5.02 5.03 4.71 4.93 
' 5.16 5*01) 4^ 98 4.99 4,99 5.02 5.07 4,71 4.86 5.07 
» t 6,75 6.60 6,59 6*45 6.45 6,55 6,51 5.47 6.42 
> 6.75 6.62 6.55 t>i44 6.47 6.55 6,51 5.50 6.33 6.63 
> 6,78 6.69 6.7S 6*60 6,57 6.55 6,51 5,60 6,43 
> 
* 6.75 6.65 6.66 6.60 6,60 6,62 6.51 6,60 6.37 6,70 
) 5.S7 5,15 5.15 5.11 5,14 5.09 5,17 5.05 5,13 
) 5.31 5.16 5.15 5,12 5.14 5.07 5,17 5,07 5.20 5.28 
L 5.54 5,41 5 . o8 5.30 5.30 5.31 5.32 5.01 5.23 
3 5 . 54 .5,3B 5.30 5.32 5.35 5.34 5.32 4,95 5.23, 5.48 
> <r 7,03 6.77 0.7® 6.69 6,62 6»69 6,68 5.58 6.53 
i 7.06 6.75 6,75 6.56 6,61 6.69 6.67 5.47 6.53 6.82 
3 7. SI 6.91 6.82 6,69 6.79 6.78 6,69 6,08 6.60 
3 7. SI 6.93 6. {32 6.63 6,81 6.78 6,71 , 5,88 6.53 6.95 
5 6.91 0.62 6.61 6*59 6.61 6.60 6.50 5.83 6.30 





Analysis of Variance of pH Values of Grundy Silt Ijoam Treated 
with Different Amotints of Rock Phosphate and Sodium Phosphate 
V/lth and Without Lima and with L3j-rie Alone 
Source of Variation tl^Jegrees of: Sian of : Mean square 
: freedom ; Square : 
Total 363 265.1973 .7306 
V/ithin date—treatment 
groxips 102 .1907 ,001 
Between means of 
dates 12 26.99 2,25 -ihj-
Botv/een means of 
treatments 13 229.67 17.67 
Intoract-lon 156 8.35 .05 
( b )  
Analysis of Variance of pH Values of Grundy Silt Loam Treated 
with Different /urioimta of Rock Phosphate (SEUIIO data as above 
but omitting the results for the soils treated with sodium 




Between moans of 
dates 10 474.27 39.52 -:K-
Betv/een means of 
treatments 6 5.38 .90 -Jf 
Interaction 72 24.03 .33 
•JHt- Means highly significant 
Means significant 
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of NagP04 and llmo v/ero inclixded In the analysis. Vihero the data 
from the check and the rock phosphate treated soils alone v/ere 
considered the variation due to treatment v/as 0.90 and wiiere all 
14 treatments were used in the analysis, the value was 17.67. 
Accoi'ding to the teat of icance the vnlwe 0.90 rep­
resents a significant difference due to rock phosphate alone but 
a highly sit;nifleant difference was not found when the vari­
ability due to all 14 traatmants was considered. This shov/s that 
althoujjli rock i>hos).ihate cori-ectod some soil acidity, it v/as not 
as effective as Na3P04 or li\ie. 
Tlie analysis of variance of the data shows the very low 
experimental error and the very high significance of the differ-
ence due to treatment. The least higlily significant mean 
difference was found to bo 0.023 pH. 
Checking the treatment means of the first 7 treatments as 
given in table 10 with tills flgtire shows that there v/as a highly 
significant increase In pH follov/ing the application of rook 
phos])hate at the rate of from 500 to 3000 pounds per acre. How­
ever, aftor the first 500 pounds, increments of 500 pounds of 
I'ock phospliate per acre did not nrodtico differences in pH which 
were oii'.jnil'icant except for tiio 2500 pound rale v/hich brou^rht 
about an increase in t}io pll thai, was Id^ilily sif^nlfleant v/hen 
compared to tho 500, 1000 and 1500 i»oui'\d ratea of application. 
Llkowiae, the 2000, 2500 and 3000 pound per acre applications 
of rock phosphate produced a higher pH of the soil than tlie 500, 
1000 and 1500 pomd applications. This Indicates that 500 i^ounds 
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Table 10 
Treatment Mennn of pH Values for Grundy Silt Loam 
Treated with Different Amounts of Kock Phosphate 
Pot 
No, 
: Treatment ; Treatment Means 
1 Chock 5.025 
2 500# rock phosphate 5.059 
3 1000// rock phosphate 5.056 •ss-
4 1500// rock phosphate 5.055 
5 2000// rock phosphate 5.068 
6 2500// rock phosphate 5. 003 -:hs-
7 3000// rock phosphate 5.073 •5 k* 
Least higlily significant mean difference « 0.023 pH 
Very significantly higlier than No, 1 
Very alonifIcnntly hif^tier than Noa. 1, 2, 3, 4 
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por acre or more rock phosphato increased the pll of the Qrundy 
silt loEvni a hif^ly significant amount and that there was a 
tendency for Increased amounts of phosphate beyond the 500 pound 
application to increase the pH proportionately. 
Tho arrangomont of tho troatmcnt moans of th.G pll determina­
tions according to the order of ma^'nitude in table 11 shov/s the 
relative effects of the different troatmonts on pJl. Soditvni 
phosphate with llrne v;aa moro effective in neutraliaing soil 
acidity than was line alono, whereas, rock phos])hato with lime 
did not decrease tho acidity as much as did tho lime alone. HoV/-
ever, the 1000 i)ounds and SOOO pound s per acre applications of 
rock phosphate alono increased tho pH over that of the tantroatod 
soil by a higlily significant amount, Tlio possibility that rock 
phosphate with lime produced a more favorable environment for 
bacterial activity than did sodlinn phosphate v;ith lime may 
account for tho increased acidity where tlie former combination 
was used. Howaver, such an assumption can not be verified from 
the data at hand. Sodium phosphate equivalent to 1000 pounds per 
acre of rock phosphate was more effective in decreasing the 
acidity of the soil than 1000 pounds pei* acre of rock phosrliate. 
Sodium phosphate equivalent to 2000 powula per acre of rock 
phosphate was ;;ore effective in decroaainc tho acidity of tho 
soil than 1000 pounds per acre of rock phosphate. Sodium 
phosphate equivalent to 2000 pounds por acre of rock phosphate 
was more effective in decreasing the acidity of the soil than 
that amount of rock phosphato and also more effective than the 
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Table 11 
Troabment Means for pll Values of Grundy Silt Loam Treated 
with Different Amoimts of Rock Phosphate and of Sodium 
Phosphate \Vith and Without Lime and V/lth Lime Alone Arranged 





13 2557,./ Sodium phosphate -t- lime 6.953 
12 1278// Sodium phosphabe + lime 6.323 
14 Lime 6.723 
9 2000// Rock phosphate + lime 6.700 
8 1000/^ Rock phos])hate + lime 6.627 
11 2000# Sodium phosphate 5.480 
10 1000// Sodiiim phosphate 5.277 
5 2000// Rock phosphate 5.038 
3 lOOOfJf Rock phosphate 5.056 
1 Check 5.025 
Least mean difference highly aignificant » 0,023 pH. 
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smaller application of aodium phosphate. Likewise, all the lime 
treatments were effective in controlling': aciciity but as noted 
abovo rock phosphato and lime procUiced a lovrar pH than did lime 
alone, v^iei'oaa, each 1000 pound increment of Na2P04 per acre in 
combiraition with lime inoroaeod tb.o pH. All these differences 
tlue to troatnent and shown aa treatment means wero larger than 
tho least moan dlfforenco vdiich could be considered higlily 
significant. 
b. Lime Requirements 
The averages of duplicate determinations of lime requirement 
on soils taken from the greenhouse at nine dates are given in 
table 1S» 
Lime and sodium phosphate decreased the lime requirement of 
Grundy silt loam and there was also an apparent tendency for 
rock phosphate to decrease the lime requirement of tlais soil but 
those differences wero not very marked. An nnalyals of variance 
of tho data v;as made to test the significance of these cllffer-
encea. The suminary of this analysis is r;;iven in tnble 13, 
Only that part of the data which concerned the check soil 
ami tlio soil treated with various amounts of rock phosphate was 
analyzed in order to tost tho si/;;'piificance of the effect of the 
rock phosphate alone. 
The data in table 13 show tliat the variance between treat­
ments v;as highly significant. Althouf^i the analysis of variance 
shows the differences duo to treatment to be highly significant, 
Table 12 
Influence of Different Amounts of Rock Phosphate and Sodium Phosphate Alone and 
in Combination with Lime and of Lime Alone on the Lime Requirement of Grundy 
Silt Loam in Potinds per Acre 
Date of Sampling 
Treatment :l-ll :3-ll :4-ll :5-19 :7-ll :^-ll :8-14 13-10 ; Treatment 
:193o :2933 : 1933 : 1933 : 1933 :1933 : 1933 ;1933 :1954 J Mean • 
Check 6206 5280 6570 7884 6189 5931 5889 5995 5959 6211 
500# rock phos. 6111 5071 6074 6945 6214 6042 5830 5913 5924 6014 
1000# rock phos. 5111 4888 6104 6926 5796 6398 5749 5971 5960 5989 
1500# rock phos. 6165 4630 6078 7663 5821 6828 5789 5889 6216 6119 
2000# rock phos. 4142 4703 6115 6705 6214 6729 5667 5796 5971 5782 
2500# rock phos. 6098 4396 4470 3784 5772 6361 5633 5936 6030 5608 
3000# rock phos. 5989 4433 4630 5868 6018 6361 5655 5690 5901 5616 
1000# rock phos. 
+4 T. lime 910 884 1350 1548 2002 1596 1519 1028 1624 1384 
2000# rock jiios. 
+ 4 T. lime 815 1253 1130 1597 1817 1818 1730 1531 1404 1463 
lJa3P04 = 1000# 
rock phos. 5018 4077 3684 4323 6079 6312 6006 5691 5726 5212 
Ka2P04 = 2000# 
rock phos. 4970 3905 4617 2997 6361 5465 5200 5399 5691 f-955 
Ra3P04 = 1000# 
rock phos. + 
4 T. lime 856 1130 1191 811 1400 1548 1473 1344 1391 1238 
Na5P04 = 2000# 
rock phos. 4-
4 T. lime 978 1130 713 841 1424 1572 1496 1075 1321 1172 
4 T. lime 964 848 762 958 1535 1609 1531 1192 1332 1192 
Least mean difference highly significant = 90 
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Table 13 
Analysis of Variance of Lime Requirement of Grimdy 3ilt Loani 
Treated v;ith Different AP^ounts of Plaosphate Fertilizers v;ith 
and v;itho\it Liino and Treated with Limo Alone 





Slim of : Moan 
squares : square 
Total 251 1,258,911,091 5,015,584 <!• 
Within date—treatment 
grotips 126 1,450,749 11,514 * 
Botv/eon rioans of clatos 8 33,932,390 4,241,549 * 
Botxveon moans of treat­
ments 13 1,163,997,898 89,538,300 * 
Interaction 104 59,530,654 572,410 * 
( b )  
Analyaia of the sarae data but with results of soils receiving 
lime or sodium phosphate omitted 
Between moans of dates 8 34,140,566 4,267,571* 
Between moans of treat­
ments 6 6,218,110 1,035,352^^ 
Interaction 48 19,749,713 411,452^^ 
•)?• Highly significant. 
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tMoro atill romaina tho quoatlon of tho Bicnificance of the do-
creaso in aoicl.lty from any single v.air of similarly treated soils 
to the next. In order to dotermino this, the lowest si^jnificant 
and hifjhly siKnificant values of the moan differences in lime re-
quiromont from any sin^^le troRl.mon+-- for all nine elates v/oro 
calculated, Por this cowpariaon the lowest mean difference to 
be aionifioant is VI pounds of lime per acre and the lowest mean 
difference to bo higlily fli{;nificant is 94 pounds per acre. 
In table 14 the treatment moans expressed as pounds of 
limeatono por acre rocmirod to neuti'alize Grundy silt loam are 
(tiven. \-,VQx'Y rate of application of roc]: phosphai.e decreased 
the iioan llr.to rerniirement bolov; iliat of tho check soil by a hi(^hly 
sicn:'..f'ioai)t araount but ovoi/y iiici^ornont of 500 poui:ds in rate of 
application did not always causc a highly significant lowering 
of lime roquii'omont, 
The treatment moans for tho ."iOO, 1000 and 1500 poixnd rates 
of application are all lowoi^ than that of tho untreated soil by 
a highly significant amount but are not highly significantly 
different from each other. However, the treatment inoan of the 
2000-pound rate is significantly lower than any of those of the 
tliree above mentioned rates of aj)plicatlon. Likewise, rates of 
8500 and 5000 pounds por acre each loxvcred the mean lime re­
quirement below that of the 2000 pound rate by a hl^jhly signi­
ficant amount, although tho diffej'once between tho two vms not 
sif::nlfioant. These reoults show a definite trend toward lessfjned 
aoifiity v/ith 500 pounds per acre increments of rock phosphate. 
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Table 14 
I'reatmont Means for Lime ftequiramiQnt Values for Grtrndy Silt Loani 
Treated with Different Amoimts of Rock Phosphate and of Sodixtm 
Phosphate with and without Lime and v/ith Lime Alone Arranged in 





:Lba, per acre lime 
; needed 
13 2557// NagP04 + 4 T. lime 1172 
14 4 T. lime 1192 
12 1278# Na3P04 -i- 4 T. lime 1238 
8 1000// I'ock phosphate + 4 T.  line 1304 
9 2000// rock phosphate -i- 4 T.  lime 1463 
11 2557# Wa3p04 4955 
10 1278# 5212 
5 2000// rock phosphate 5702 
3 1000# rock phosphate 5989 
1 Untreated 6211 
Least mean difference higJily significant = 90 lbs. 
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ThQ offQcts of tho different treatments on roaotion as 
;neaaL\re(l by lime requiremonts were, In general, tho sarae as 
those riioasiired. by nil. In genoi'al, Ka^PO^ in the rates vised 
reduced acidity more t'-^an rock phosphate in equivalent amounts. 
Lime alone or with phosphate quite markedly raised the nil of 
the Grundy silt loam. 
Each rate of sodium phosphate v/hen used in combination v/ith 
lime v;as more effective than lime alone in controlling acidity 
as determined by pli, whereas the rock phosphate in combination 
with lime was less effective than lime alone. In table 15 it 
can be seen that in the lime req iirement studios tho hlf-:her rate 
of sodium phosphate with llmo and lime alone could bo considered 
as equally effective in controllin acidity, there bein^^ no 
si;:;nifleant difference botv/een tho effects of the two treat-
nonts. Lino in coribination with the smaller amount of Ma3P04 
was not as effective as was lime alone in decreasing; lime re-
quiremont, althou{^>;h still more effective than tho applications 
of rock phosphate with lime. 
As measured by pH 2000 pounds of rock phosphate v/ith lime 
neutrallaed the acidity of the soil by a significantly higher 
amoiint 1;han that produced by 1000 pounds of r ock phosphate with 
lime. As m.oasured by lime requirement, the 2000 pound applica­
tion of rock phosphate with lime was still the most effective of 
all the treatments . 
The lime requirement of all of the soils varied by a highly 
significant amount. Sodium phosphate at 2557 pomds per acre 
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vma not aa ^ood a noutrallzer of acidity as lime alono. lJa3P04 
at both rat;os of applioatlon war. a bettor noutrali^ior of sioil 
acidity tlum rock phosphate at oithor rate of application. Tv;o 
thouaanct pounds of rock phc;sphate per, acre vjere inoi'o effectivo 
t-lian 1(X)0 pounds per aero. The moan lime requirement of tho soils 
treated with the rock plnosphate was significantly lower than that 
of the untreated soil. 
c. Base Iibcchanp:e Fropei'tlea 
Base exchange determinations were made on soils sampled at 
three different dates. The data obtained are presented in table 
15. 
A statistical analysis of the data on base exchange capacity 
showed no significant difference wMch could be attributed to 
treatment. Consequently, tho average value for base oxchfln;:e 
capacity was uf.ed in calculating; total replaceable bases and 
dof^reo of satiu-ation. 
oince tho content of replaceable bases was flcvired as the 
difforonce between exchant:oable hydrofjon and base exchange 
capacity and the degree of saturation v/as calculated from the 
formula 
base exohange cap. - axoh. H IOQ = aegreo of saturation 
base exchange capacity " 
it appears that the content of exchangeable hydrogen was the most 
important vai'iable in tho base exchange studies. 
The data in table 15 shov/ the marked effect of lime in 
lowering the content of exchangeable hydrogen. Rook phosphate 
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Exchangeable Hydrogen Content and Total Exchange Capacity of Gru 
Amount of Exchangeable Baaea and 
7«ll-33 (7 months) I 
. . . . . .  #  
11-2C 
Treatment Exch.:Bxch. :Exch. :Degree i Exch.: EJ 
H. :capa- :bases : of ; H. : cc 
M.E. ;oity : M.E. :satur- : M.E. ; cd 
; M. E. 0 • ration 5o: • l.I. 
1 A Check 8.81 27.58 18.77 68.0 10.01 21 
B 8.20 19.38 70.2 9.84 
2 A 500// rock phosphate 9.64 17.94 65.0 10.15 
B 9.64 17.94 65.0 10.25 
3 A 1000# rock phospliate 10.87 16.71 60.5 10,25 
B 10.25 17.33 62.8 10.25 
4 A 1500# i\DCk phosphate 9.23 18.35 66.5 9.64 
B 9.23 18.35 66.5 -
5 A 2000# rock phosphate 9.23 18.35 66.5 10.25 
B 8.61 18.97 68.8 8.20 
6 A 2500# rook phosphate 8.00 19.58 71,0 6.15 
B 7.79 19.79 ,71.7 6.97 
7 A 3000# rock phosphate 7.79 19.79 71.7 11.89 
B 7.38 20.20 73.2 12.71 
8 A 1000# rock phos. + 4 T. 1.23 26.35 95.5 8.81 
B lime 1.03 26,55 96.3 9.84 
9 A 2000# rock phos. 4 T, 1.03 26.55 96.3 7.59 
B limo 2.46 25.12 91.1 10.25 
10 A ^^a':iP04 = 1000# rock phoB. 7.18 20.40 74.0 12.51 
B 6.77 20.81 75.4 12,71 
11 A Na-^POA = 2000# rock phos« 5.95 21,63 78.4 11.89 
B 5.13 22.45 81.4 12.71 
12 A Wa3^04 = 1000# rock phos. 0 27.58 100.0 3.08 
B + 4 T 
A 
. lime 1.03 26.55 96.3 6.15 
13 Na3P04 =s 2000# rook phos. 1.64 25.94 94.1 3.08 
B + 4 T . lima 0.82 26.76 97.0 2.87 
14 A 4 lime 1.64 25,94 94.0 2.87 
B 1.03 26.55 96,3 4.10 
Kote: ^he viluos of base ©xclmnge capacity, exchangeable hjdrogen a) 
of milligrams per hundred grams of soil. 

Table 15 
rinancly Silt Loam by the Aramonlvun-Acetate Method and the Gal ciliated 
id the Degree of Satiiration 
•83-33 (11 montha) : 8 
• 
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I and e:xohangeable bases are expressed in terras 
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was not as effective as lime and sodiiim phosphate or as lime 
alone in neutralising soil acidity. 
As measui'ed by pH both 1278 pounds and 2557 pounds of 
sodium phosphate per acre in addition to 4 tons of lime were more 
offootivo than lime alone but as measui'ed by lime requiremont 
only the S557 potinds of sodium phosphate v/ith lime was as 
effective as llmo alone. The content of exchangeable hy(l.ro[';on 
agrees with that of the lime reqv.lrement measiiror-ontB. That is, 
only tho iii/;^ior rate of sodium phosplia1;e when usee' with lime was 
inore efricient than lime aloi:io. Tho dif.forcinces produced by 
applications of rock phosphate v/ere not so obvious as thos^ pro­
duced by lime or by sodium phospliate. A stai.istical analysis 
was made of the data from the checTr soil and tho six rock 
pliosphate soil treatments, the data in tho summary table (16) 
of this analysis show that no significant mean difference in 
content of exchangeable hydrogen v/as effected by application of 
rock phosphate. 
The amounts of exchangeable calcium In the variously treated 
soils are given in table 17. 
Only those treatments whicli Included llmo show an increase 
in tho exchangeable calcim content of tho soil. liluch of this 
was probably due to solxible calciiun dissolved by the amrmnii-im 
acetato. The data in table 4 where the results by the ticbollen-
bor/;;er method are compared v/ith those obtained by tiie alcoholic 
potash Motliod indicate that this v;as tho case. Less exchant-oable 
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Table 16 
Analysis of Variance of Exchangoable Hydro.jen Content 




GuLU/'ca of Vtu'laiiloii : 
• 
• 






Total 41 208.82 
Within 21 3.92 0.187 
Between means of 
dates 2 118.92 59.46 
Between means of 
treatment 6 22.45 3.74 
Interaction IS 65.53 5.29 
Moan square highly significant 
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Table 17 
Exchangoablo CQlclum Content of Grundy Silt Loam by TLIG 
Ammonium-Acetate Method of Bchollenberger 
iiixch. Oa. per 100 Rins. soil 




7-11-33 ;11-33-33: 8-11-34; Means 
1. A Check 15.30 16.74 12.92 
B 15.30 16.23 12.09 14.76 
2. A 500# rock phoa. 17.57 15.09 12.71 
B 15.71 15.51 12.71 14.88 
S. A 1000# rock i:ihos. 16.54 15.30 12.82 
B 16.12 15.09 12.82 14.70 
4. A 1500# rock phos. 16.95 15.71 14.60 
B 15.71 15.50 14.60 15.54 
5. A 2000// rook phos. 16.33 17.36 15.09 
B 15.71 16.74 14.99 16.04 
6. A 2500# rock phos. 15.30 16.95 14.78 
B 15.30 15.71 15.09 15.52 
7. A oOOOy,.' rock phoa. 15.30 15.71 14.99 
i.i 15.71 16.12 13.33 16.03 
0. A lOOO^f i-ock phos. 23.15 22.12 23.36 
B •1- 4,T. lime 22.74 21.91 23.36 22.77 
9. A 2000// rock phos. 24.39 22.94 23.15 
B •f" 4 T. limo 23.56 21.70 22.94 23.11 
10. A Na3P04 - 1000# 14.88 15.63 14.60 
B rock phoa. 15.09 15.63 14.99 15.15 
11. A Na5P04 = 2000# 14.80 16.74 14.88 
B rock phosphate 15.71 17.16 15.09 15.74 
12. A Wa5P04 « 1000# 
rock phosphate 
23.25 25.01 22.84 
B + 4 T. lime 23.77 23.15 24.49 23.77 
13. A Ha3P04 = 2000# 
rock phosphate 
23.36 23.36 23.15 
B + 4 T. lime 23.56 23.15 22.94 23.22 
14. A 4,T,•lime 23.36 23.98 22.84 
B 23.15 23.05 23.46 23.31 
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calci'um was i'ound in tho limed soils by tho alcohol!c-potassliun-
uhlox'ide method than hy tho ammonlinii acetate method but still 
there vma a noticeable incroaGO in the content of oxc}iani;iGfiblo 
calcium in tho limed aolls ovor that in the unlimo.-. soils. 
Vihebher Lhia inoreaae repreaents a hi^jlaor contont of exchani>;e 
calcluiii I'osulting from the lime troatraont or was jnarely due to 
soluble calciuiu dissolved fi'oni tho GaCOg by tho roagonts used 
in leac-hlng is hot known. 
'.riiore was no significant difference between the oxchango-
able calclutn in the untreated soil and the soils troatod v/ith 
rook phosjjhato. 
That tho variation botwoen treatraonts was not si^^nifleant 
is quite apparent in table IB. Yet it may be noted that in the 
results for Jiily 11, 1934, samples there was a decided trend 
toward lowor oxchangeublo hydrogen values with increases in the 
amotmts of rock phospliato used. 
do Orov/th. Yield and Calcltun Content of Sweet Glover and 
Available Ph:;^sphorus and' I'lltra€e«'nitrof';en Content oT~tho 
Soill 
There was a noticeably higher j^rowth and greener color of 
sweet clover where rock phosphate v/aa used than on tho untreated 
soils. There was some tendency for the growth to be nore jvigorov 
as tho rates of application increased, A very poor stand and 
stunted growth of clovor was obtained on soils treated with 
applications of sodium phoanhate alone and the lime alone in 
contrast to all the othor treatments. Sodium phosphate with 
Table 18 
Analysis of Variance in Exchangeaolo Oalcitmi Gontont 
of Orimdy Silt Loam 
Tx''oatod with Different Amoxmts of Pvock Phosphate 
Soui^cG of Vai'lation D.f. : Total Suin of Cqtiares; luoan 
Square 
Total 41 71.91 
Within 21 5.95 0.283 
Between means of 
iiates 2 41.77 20.805 
Between moans of 
Breatinent 6 8.22 1.37 
Intoraction 12 15.97 1.33 
-:H:- Moan square liiglily significant 
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lime arici rock phosphate with llmo produced only a fair growth 
whicla was not as good au those of oom© of the soils receiving 
hifjjier rates of rock phosphate alone. Later all the soils 
receiving sorr;e form of phospliale siipported sweet clover crops 
of about equal vi^^or, whereas# the untreated soils and tlie soils 
receiving lime only produced about equally poor crops, quite 
obviously below the average of the phosphate treated soils* 
However, differences in color were quite noticeable* llie sweet 
clover in one of the untreated soils v;as llf^Jit greon but the 
clover in the other one was normal. Glover in all the soils 
recoivint^ different amounts of rock phosphate either alone cr 
in coribinatlon with lime showed no chlorosis* The clover in 
the other treated soils including those receiving different 
amovints of sodium phosphate either alone or with lime ano the 
soils receiving lime alone all shov/ed distinct chlorosis* A few 
weeks later practically all the chlorosis had disappeared* 
Tlie first cutting of hay v/as made on Juno 11 and the second 
on August 5i The average dry weights of these cuttings are given 
in table 19* The data for the first seven treatments wera analyzed 
statistically* The data obtained are presented in table 20 A* 
Tlie mean square between treatments Is shown to be signi­
ficant but not hl^ly significant, indicating that the average 
yields for these treatments may be expected to vary si^inificantly* 
In crder totest the significance of the variability between 
intlivlduaJ. ts^eatments, the least r. ean difference which could be 
considered.highly significant was found to be 0.99 gm. Likewise, 
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Table 19 
The Growth and. Yield of Bweot Clover and tlie Ualciuiii 
Content of Sv/eet Clover on Grundy Slit Loam 
• 
* :Yield ;'.n : ca in 
Troatinont : Mar. 7 March 22 ;9 grna. : Sw.Cl. 
• 
• Ilel: ht Height Colol ; A vo. of : ;.ve. of 
• rlat 2nd: lat r-: I'nd 
• 
«• :Guttinf.':o : Cuttln{;;s 
1 A, Chock +-1- ++•!•+ Dk .gi'een IB. 55 2.212 
B. +-I- Lt. II 
2 A. 500# rock phos. ++ H"h+++ T.t. II 22.47-::-!:- 2,096 
B, ++-(-+ ++++++ Dk. >r 
3 A. 1000# rock phoa. +++ +++-H- + Dk, ff 19.17 2.180 
B. ++++ ++++•••+ Dk. tt 
4, 'A. 1500// rock phos. •f+H-'l" +++-I-+H- Dk. I! 20.47-;H:- 2.170 
B. +++•+ ++++++ Dk. tl 
5 A. 2000// rock phos. +++++ •!•+++++ Dk. It 22 •93•^^-!s• 2.088 
V"» ++++++ Dk, (1 
6. •A. 2500# rock phoa. 4"++++ 4*4-i-+++ Dk, tt 24.97•^Hr- 2.291 
B. ++++••1" ++++++ Dk, It 
7 A. 3000# rock phos. ++•!•+ -!"++++ Dk. tl 24.95-:K;• 2.026 
B, •++++ +-1-++++ Dk. It 
8 A. 1000# rook phoa. + Pale gr. 
•I- 4 T. lira© to yel. 25,72-:^ 2.392 
• B. + ++++++ Pale gr. 
3i; to y( 
9 A. 2000# rock phos. 
+ 4 T. lime + ++-1-H-+ Pale RT-
to yel. 26.68 •'i- 2.362 
B, +-!• Palo 
Na5P04 = 1000# 
to yel. 
10 A. +++ + ++++*n- Dk.green 26.51 1.998 
B. rock phoa. D1-C. If 
11 A. UagP04 = 2000# •H"h ++++ Dk, II 26.81- 2,014 
ii. rock phoa. +-1-++-1- Dk. tl 
12 A. Na3P04 = 1000# 
rock phosphate 
+++ +++•!• -I-H- Med. It 20.53 2.282 
B. + 4 T, limo ++++ +++H-+-1- It tl 
13 A. Na3P04 = 2000# 
rock phosphate 
+++•(• ++-l-++'l"4" II It 31.79 2.328 
B. •I- 4 T. lime ++ ++-l--{-+++ Dk.green 
14 A. 4 T, Hjne + +•)•+ Lt. II 20.87 2.438 
B, + •h+++ Lt. II 
<!• Significantly greater than the yield of any treatment above 
it in coltonn. 




Analysis of Variance of Bweot Glover Yields on Ginuidy 
•Silt Loam 







Untreated Soil and Soils Treated v/lth Rock Phosphate Only 
Total 13 424.92 
Vifl thin—treatment 
groups 










Eni'.lre 14 troatrionta of Kxperimojit II 
27 1313.0 
\'i i t h X n — 1 ^r o a t ra o n t 
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the least moan 3l{;;n:lfleant difl'GX'oncG was 0.64 fTii. The analysis 
of tho d ata for tho ent5.ro experiment (table 20 B) showed that 
the mean square betv/een treatments was highly significant. The 
least hieJ:).ly significant mean differtmce vms 3.83 gnu and tlie 
least significant mean diffei'onoe was S.53 tjiw 
The rock phosi)hate treated soils, except tho 1500 pound per 
acre treatment, produced highly significant increases in yield. 
Although some variability occ\irred in the results from the 500, 
1000, 1500 and 2000 pound rates, rates of 2500 and 3000 pounds 
per produced mean yields greater than any of tho other treat­
ments by highly significant amounts. Likewise, the 2000 potmd 
rate caused a significant increase in mean yield above all the 
lesser rates except the 1000 pounds per acre. All the treated 
:.!o:',ls yielded Tnoro sv/eet clovor than the untreated soil. Hence, 
it may be said 1-hat application of rock phosphate increased the 
yield of sweet clover in most cases to a highly significant extent 
and that there v/as a tendency for this increase to be proportlrinal 
to the amovint of rock phosphate added. The soils receiving lime 
or sodium phosphate produced mean yields of sweet clover signi­
ficantly greater than that on the untreated soils. Rock phosphate 
witli lime increased the yield over that from equivalent amounis 
of rock phosphate alone by significant amounts. However, 1000 or 
2000 povinds of rock phos]-)liate per a ere with 4 tons of lime per 
acre caused an increase in yield significantly higtier them that 
with the 2500 and 3000 poxmd per acre rates of rock phosphate 
alone. One thousand and 2000 pounds of rock phosphate per acre 
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with 4 tons of lime and the 1S78 and 2557 pound applications of 
sodium phoophEito did not differ from each other significantly in 
roapsct to the mean yields of sweet clover. 
^lie highest mean yield of sv/eet clover v/as produced by 2557 
potinds of sodium phosphate in combination with lime, lliis yield 
v;as -rontor than that of oithor tlie lime alone or the limo plus 
12V8 pounds of sodlurii phoaphato pots by significant values and 
i:;:ront(.'r than 1-hG yioldt; of any of tiio other treatmonts by hl^iily 
r. 1; ;n 1 f i can t air, o \m t, s . 
All three of t}io last naiiiod treatments produced yields 
significantly greater than those rostilting from any other treat­
ment. 
It is interesting to note that the treatment px'oduoinf: the 
highest yield, 2557 pounds of sodlijm pho3i)hate, v/ith 4 tons of 
lime, also produced tho hif^eat i:)H and the lov/est lime r-equire-
ment. 
Ho consistent difference In the average par cent of calcium 
was foimd in tho sweet clove? hay of these two cuttings. 
Since the nitrate nitrogen content of the soil has been 
known to vary with reaction as shovm by Peterson (56), nitrate 
nitrogen determinations wore made on April 4, after the soil had 
boon l'.opt at uniform moisture content for IG riionths. For tho 
treatments of rock phos])hato alone tJiere v/as considerable vari­
ability in results with no definite trends that could bo con­
nected with treatment except that the soil having tho highest 
application of phosphate, 3000 poiinds per acre, also had the 
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cox\tent of nitrate nitrogen. The nitrate content of 
th'.E soli was 1G1.9 p.] .m. as compared v/lth 153.8 p.p.m. In the 
untroatoc) 0OII. The rosi.tlts of this tost are ^^Iven in table 21. 
S. Tlie Effect of Rock Phosphate, Stiperphosphate, Arir.ac Phos "A" , 
Armnonlated rhoaphate and Tr^le Superphosphate on the He~ ' 
aoi;lon of yhree Acid towa Soils 
In this study Tama silt loam from Marshall (jounty, Iowa, 
Carrin.'-ton silt loam from Griindy Covinty, Iowa, and Grunc^y silt 
loarnfroTii Harrison County, Mlsaiorl, were used. The Tama silt 
loan; had a lime reqMirement of tb.ree tons of limestono per acre 
by the potass ivun-tl'iiocyanato method. A typical Oarrington si lb 
loam which had a lime reqixlrement of tliree tone per acre was 
obtained from the lovmn Drift soil area. The Grundy silt loam 
had a lime requirement of three tons per acre. It vma taken 
about fifty miles south of the sample of Grundy silt loam used 
in Experiment 2. It differed from the Grundy silt loam used in 
Experiment 2 in that it occurred on the top of a long narrov; 
ridge Y/hich brolce off sharply into slopes of Lindley as is 
typical of that part of nortliern Missoui'i, whereas, the sample 
of Grundy silt loam used in Experiment 2 was found on a very broad 
flat ridge and had a much deeper A horiaon. 
Samples of these tln»ee soils wore taken in Septembor, 1934, 
sieved and placed in gallon pota in tho greenhouse at the rate 
of 6000 {^ms. per pot. Pots of each soil were treated in 
triplicate with rock phosphate, superphosphate. Am:-o Phos "A", 
ammoniated phosphato, and treble super phos phai^e in equivalent 
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Table 21 
Tiio Available llaosphorua and Nitrate Mitrogen 
Content of Grnndy Silt Loam 
Ti'eatment 






1, Check 32.20 153.8 
2. 500# rock phosphate 55,92 167.7 
3. 1000//' rock phosphate 82.50 168.0 
4. 1500// rock phoapJiate 115.34 150.6 
5. 2000//' rock phospliat,o 142.36 156.3 
6. 2500// rock phospliate 168,67 155.3 
7. 3000r/ rock phosptiate 194.03 161.9 
8. 1000// I'ock phosphate -i-
4 T. lime 96.10 288.3 
9. 2000# rock phosphate + 
4 T. lime 147.16 277.3 
10 .Ila3P04 = 1000# rock phos. 69.50 154.0 
11 • IJagPO^ = 2000;/ rock phos. 102.37 181.8 
12 .Ka5r04 = 1000# rock phos. 
+ 4 T. lime 89,20 299.6 
13 .Nagl'O^ = 2000/f rock phos. 
+ 4 T. lime 132.37 310.8 
14 . 4 T. lime 41.83 314.0 
-;{• Treatment moans of meaaiiromenta made l-ll-.^a, 7-11-33 and 
11-23-33. 
-:h5- Treatment means of measurements made on 4-11-34. 
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amounta of PgOg on tho basis of 1^0 pounds of 2^_jier cent super-
phosphate per acre, except for the rock phosphate which was added 
at tho rate of_1000 pQun^^.ej;..,gcre« A similar series was also 
set up wherein the amounts of phosphate added were increased by 
five times in every case, Tho soils v/ere firttt watered on 
October 7, 1935, and although care was taken to prevent puddling 
and to keep tho moisture content tmiform the soil moisture v/as 
allov/ed to fluctuate in an attempt to simulate field conditions. 
Tlio rock phosphate used was the same as that used in Ex­
periment 2, Tlie superphosphate \ised v;as the same as that used 
in Experiment 1. The Ammo Phos"A'* had a guai'anteed analysis of 
11 por cent N and 47 per cent PgOs and was furnished by the 
American Gyanamid Company. Anaconda am-aoniated phosphate con­
taining 52.S per cent total PgOg and 13.2 por cent amrnonia v/as 
used. Thi; treble superphosphate contained 48 por cent total 
P2O5 and \vas also fvirnished by the Anaconda Company, 
Samples from each pot were taken on April 25, 1936, almost 
seven months after treatment, dried, and analyzed for pH by the 
qulnhydrono electrode method. The results obtained are presented 
in table £2. An analysis of variance of the data was made and 
the results obtained are given in tables 23 and 24. 
The data in the tables show that there was considerable 
variation In pH of the soils treated vrlth the different ferti­
lizers. There was a highly significant difference in tho pH of 
the soils treated with the different fertilizers and the inter­
actions betv/een treatment and so.ll t,;pe, treatment and rate of 
application, and rate of application and soil typo were also 
highly sicnifleant. 
Table 22 
©le pH of Gjrundy Silt Loam, Carrington Silt Loam and Tama 
Silt Loam Treated with Different Phosphate Fertilizers at 
Tv/o Rates of Application 
Treatment 
Normal Rate 
Carrington: Grimdy : Tana 
Silt Loam :Silt Loam;Silt Loam 
5 Times Normal Rate 
: Treat-
Carrington; Grundy ; Tama : meant 
Silt Loam;Silt Loam;Silt Loam; Means 
4.67 5.36 4.76 4.75 5.28 4.80 
Check 4,74 5.36 4.78 4.72 5.30 4.74 
4.75 5.39 4.79 4.74 5.35 4.73 4.94 
4.80 5.33 5.10 4.93 5.68 4.89 
Rock Phosphate 4.78 5.40 4.96 4.93 5.63 4.89 
4.80 5.46 4.96 4.98 5.68 4.89 5.12 
4.79 5.30 4.70 4.63 5.16 4.74 
Superphosphate 4.79 5.30 4.80 4.66 5.22 4.73 
4.79 5.30 4.76 4.68 5-17 4.71 4.90 
4.70 5.26 4.B1 4.59 5.44 4.67 
iimmo Phos 4.70 5.27 4.76 4.63 5.44 4.80 
4.72 5.30 4.78 4.61 5.39 4.76 4.92 
4.63 5.22 4.81 4.58 5.31 4.67 
Ammoniated 4,69 5.24 4.82 4.64 5.32 4.71 
Phosphate 4.70 5.21 4.82 4.61 5.34 4.70 4.89 
4.78 5.31 4.80 4.67 5.51 4.82 
Treble 4.85 5.31 4.86 4.79 5.54 4.82 
Superphosphate 4.84 5.29 4.90 4.77 5.56 4.82 5.01 
-Jc-Pertilizer applied in amounts equivalent to SOOf^ superphosphate per acre 
except for flat application of 500v' rock phosphate jsr acre. 
Note; Least higiily significant mean difference is 0.029 pH. 
Least significant mean difference is 0.022 pil. 
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Table 2 3 
Analysis of Variance in pH of Ur\indy tiilt Loati, Tama 
Silt Loam and Gari^'lngton tillt Loa'i Treated with 
Different Thosphat-e Fortlli/.ers 
S:.nirce of : 
Variation : 
• 
'(> f * • 







Total 107 9.6821 
V/lthln 72 .0792 .0011 
Between means 
of treatments 5 ,6633 .1327 -JH:-
Between means 
of types of soil 2 0.4745 4.2372 
Between Jiieans of 
rules of appllca~ 
tion 1 0 0 
Treatment and 
soil type 10 .0630 .0063 
Treatment and 
rate 5 .0970 .0194 
Hate and soil 
type 2 .1221 .0610 
.01106 
M =5 Sjijfi X 1.994 = .02205 least significant mean 
difference 
Ml) = Sjnjfl X 2.648 = .02929 least highly significant 
mean difference 
•Jf-K- Mean square highly significant 
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Table m 
Analysis of Variance in pll on Tliroe Iowa Soils Treated 
with Phosphate Portilizers at Normal Ratoa of AT)plicatlon 






:Total Sum : 
;of Squares : 
Mean 
Square 
Total 5^ 3.6020 
V/ithin 36 .0448 .0012 
Between means of 
treatments 5 .1516 .0303 •!h:-
Between means of 
soil types 2 3.3153 1.6577 
(B) 
Analysis of Variance In pH 
with Phosphate PertilizGrs 
Application 
on Tliree Iowa Soils Tr>eated 
at 5 Times Normal Rate of 
Total 53 6.0B0S . 
Within 36 .0344 .0010 
Betv/een means of 
treatments 5 .6088 .liilB 
Betv/een means of 
soil types 8 5.2814 2.6407 
•JH'r Mean square highly significant 
Testing mean square of between means of treatments of 
normal rate against 5 times normal rate the P value 
for .1218 is not sip;nlfleant 
.TJSoS 
~ 05 •» 
DISCUSSION 
In Experiment I it was shown definitely by measurements of 
pH and base exchange properties that rock phosphate decreased 
the acidity of the soil and that superphosphate in ordinary 
rates of application increased the acidity of the soil. ?/hether 
these changes are largo enoiigh to bo important in crop growth 
depends largely on tho crop and the properties of the soil on 
which it la grovm. In this respect It is Interesting to net e 
that althougli the increase in mean pH from 5.79 to 5.85 due to 
2000 pounds of rock phosphate waa Jilghly significant statistically, 
it waa still very much belovir the pH value of 7.008 produced by 
4000 pounds of llmostono, tho amount needed to neutralise this 
pf;Ptlo\ilar soil according to tho Truog test. 
Vilth G-rundy silt loam as vrlth Oarrlngton loam, rock phos­
phate was found to decrease tho acidity by a higlily significant 
amount when measured by pH and the Hardy-Lev/is lime requii'ement 
methods. Although each 400 pound increase in rate por acre did 
not alvxays result in a highly significant decrease in acidity, 
there waa a trend for tho higher amounts to be more effective 
in neutralizing tho acidity of the soil. However, rock phos­
phate did not produce a significant difference in reaction of 
Grmdy silt loam as measured by base exchange capacity, exchange­
able hydrogen, or degree of saturation. Therefore, it would 
appear that the detcrm.'.natlon of replaceable hydi'ogon is not as 
accurate an index of soil acidity as is the ilardy-Lewis tost 
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for lime requirement or the qulnhydrone electrode method of 
determining pH. Although rock phosphate decreased the acidity 
of Grundy ailt loom by hrlglily significant amounts durini;: the 
20-month period, this doea not show the exact importance of 
these differences a^^iraltiii'ally. 
Hie cropped so;'ioa of soils was set up in ordei'' to get some 
sort of a checlc on the ai:';rici!.ltural importance of the variations 
in reaction caused by difforont amounts of rock phosphate. 
Sv/eot clovoi' was luied because of its higti sensitivity to acidity. 
Observations on growtli of the clover revealed an early 
stimulating effect from all rates of application of rock phos-
pha1-.e although there vias not a great difference betv/een treat­
ments . 
An Increase in yield was obtained wherever rock pliosphate 
v/as used, the two higlriest rates of application being asaociated 
with the higlriest yields. 
An analysis of variance of the yields for the check soils 
and the soils receiving only rock pliosphate gavo a least hif^hly 
sicnifleant mean dlfferonce of 0.99 f^is. and a least significant 
mean difference of 0.64 gns. Testing with these values liighly 
si^:;nifleant differonces were found between the means of the 
untreated soil and all tJiose treated with rock phosphate, except 
that of the 1500 pound application. The mean yields of the 
2500 and 3000 pound applications were the largest, the increase 
in yield from these two treatments over' those of all other rock 
phosphate treatments being highly significant in every c ase. 
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In the nitrate-nitrogen cixpve of flgrire 1 no constant re­
lationship was found between the amount of rock phosphate applied 
and the amount of nitrate-nitrogen in the soil. This shov;s that 
increased nitrate-nitrogen content as the result of additions of 
rook phosphate was not an important factor in the response of 
sweet clover. 
Any response from rock phosphate may be due to several 
things but probably chiefly to the phosphate and calciuni 
furnished as plant nutrients and to the acid neutralising power 
of tl'.o phosphate fortiliriior. 
A lioasuro of the available phospliorus in the soil follow­
ing different applications of phosphate can be expected to 
furnish an indication of the extent to \vhl.ch any response to 
the treatments in question may be due to the actual phosphorus 
supplied. 
The amount of available phosphorus in the various soils at 
one month, six months and eleven months after the experiment was 
started are plotted against the different treatments, figure 1, 
The data show that the available phosphorus content of the 
soil was almost a direct function of the ajnount of rock phos­
phate added. Because of this it is diff.1ci.ilt to determine the 
effect on plant growth of other elements supplied to the soil by 
the phosphn1,e. The possible effect of the calcium ion itself as 
emphasized by Albrecht (2) fui'ther complicates tht, interpreta-
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LBS. CMS. PPM PH. 





6  1 0 0  3 0  
6 0 0 0  2 8  1 9 0  
5 9 0 0  2 6  1 5 0  
5 8 0 0  2 4  1 1 0  
5  7 0 0  2 2  7 0  5 . 1 0  
N 
N0^:O 
5 60 0 ^ 0 30 5,00 
LBS, PER ACRE OF ROCK PHOSPHATE. 
, 1. Effect of Rock Phosphate on Grundy Silt Loam. 
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tlon of crop response. 
The relationships between reaction, nitrate-nitrogen con­
tent, available phosphate content and yield of sv/eet clover are 
shovm in fle;ure 1. 
Aa pointed out previously there v/as a highly si^piificant 
increase in basicity following any applications of I'ock phos­
phate of 500 pounds or more per acre v;ith a decided trend up­
ward with increased rates of application. Likewise, the lime 
i^eqiiironiont in general decreased v/ith increased size of 
applications of rock phoephale, especially with increments of 
500 pounds beyond the 1500 pound rate. Also the yield of sweet 
clover for the 500 and the 1000 pound rates of phosphate in­
creased with increased ainotints of rock phosphate added. 
How mucti of the increased yield was due to the soluble phos­
phate added and how much to the correction of the acidity was not 
determined. That the soluble calci'um may not be a great factor 
3.S indicated by the fact that no significant difference in the 
content of exchangeable calcium v/as found in any of the soils 
treated with the different amounts of rook phosphate or between 
the untreated soil and any of the phosphated soils. Exchange­
able calcium is not synonymous with available calciiim and there 
may be differences in exchangeable calcium content of the soils 
significant to sweot clover cultur-o not detormined by the methods 
us ed. 
That soluble calciwi was not supplied by rock phosphate in 
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Pig. 2. The Relation of pH to Yield of Sweet Clover, 
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indicated by tho fact that no difference was found in the 
calcitna content ;:r the swoet clovoi' Y/LRLDI corild bo shown to 
rolnte in any way to the amount of rod: added, ilow-
ovop, i.he \.xntroated Gr^mcly silt leajn contained a fairly hi^i 
amount of e.xribnnfj:oablfi calc5nra, posa'bly oncmc^ "I'o sat.:lafy the 
nutritional needs of the sweet clover. 
In oi'der to compare the relative value of these different 
variables in re^^ard to their effect on sweet clover, figur s 2, 
3 and 4 were drawn with yield plotted against iiH, exchangeable 
calcium, and available phosphorus, respectively. 
It is apparent that an increase in available phosphorus 
in tho soil and an Increase in tho crop yield accornpanled in­
creases in the amount of ptiosphate applied, fif^ure 4. Except 
for 4 tons of CaCOa alone, tho mitritic.>nal value of tho phos­
phate added seemed to bo an important variable v/ith soils of 
siinilai- p)i and exchangeable calcium content. Kowover, the kind 
of phoarhato and the addition of li'mo with the phosphate affect 
the yield noticeably. 
Treatments number 12, 10, 8 and 3, all receivint;; amounts of 
phosphate equivalent to that of 1000 pounds of roclc phosphate 
did not show much variation in the amount of available phosjihate 
in the soil following treatment but showed large diffei'ences in 
yield of sweet clover. This variability is greatly affected by 
the type of treatment, that is, sodium phosphate with lime and 
lime alone produced the highest yields, sodium phosphate the 
next higi'iest, rock phoaphat.e with lime the next and rock phos­
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AVAILABLE PHOS. P. P. M. 
Fig, 4 ,  T h e  Relation of Available Phosphorus to Yield o f  
Sweet Clover, 
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V/hen phosphaie v/aa added in amounts equivalent to 2000 
potindo of rock phosphate per acre on the basoa of content, 
the amotmt of available pboaphor-us in the soil and the yield 
inoroasecl over that of tiie 1000 potmci rate in every case. How­
ever, fi,':;uro 4 shov/s that all soils contained about the Bome 
amo\mt of availablo phospht^rus as that treated v/ith the 2000 
pounds per acre application of rock phosphate. This shov/s that 
the applications of CaGOg with the phosphates did not depress 
the availability of the phosphorus. In figure 4 it is also 
apparent that yield was affected differently by sodium phosphate 
than by rock phosphate and that lime had an infliience on yield. 
Since the different combinations of fertilizers do not produce 
the same yields even when the amounts of available phosphate 
resulting from the treatments are approximately the same, it is 
apparent that other factors than the available phosphate supplied 
are affecting the yield of the sweet clover. 
The four soils containing the largest amount of available 
phospiioi'us produced only ^nediiAjn yields of sweet clover indica­
ting'; fvirther that the nutritional effect of the phosphorus 
accounts for only part of the response of sweet clover to the 
different treatments. 
The relation betv/een pH and yield of sv/eet clovei' is shov/n 
in fl(;ure 2. The data in the graph shov/ that increases in 
amounts of phosphate were generally accompanied by Increases in 
pH and in yields of sweet clover. Since Increased available 
phospl'iorus content of soil also accompanied larger applications 
of phoQjjhate, the difficulty of determining just how much the 
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yield of sweat clover depends on the nutritional effect of the 
phosphate and hov; much on the neutralizing power of the ferti­
lizer is apparent. Novertheloss, there is very {^ood evidence 
that reaction is the more important variable. Tlie data in figiire 
2 show that pll was a vory important influence in determining 
crop response. The treatment that produced the hi{;;host pII 
of the soil also produced the largest yield of sweet clover. 
Likewise, all of the soils havin^^' a pH produced high 
yields of sweet clover. The soil recorlvinj;; foiir tons per acre 
of liiiie alone had the third hi^.;hBst pK value and the second 
hi{';heQt yield, although it was next to the lowest in available 
phosphorus. 
The soils that received rock phosijhate and 4 tons of CaCOg 
per acre did not yield as v/ell as the soil that received only 4 
tons of GaOOj-,. The lov/er yielding soils had sifjiificantly lower 
pll values. 
Tlie sodium phosphate treated soils outyieldecl the I'ock phos~ 
phate treated soils when the phosphate was applied alone or with 
lime and in almost every case the reaction of the soils receiving 
the sodium phospliate was loss acid than that of the rock phos­
phate soils by a highly significant amount measured by pll or by 
lime requirement. 
An outstanding featiire of figure 2 is the r,marked beneficial 
effect of sodivm phosphate on the yield of sweet clover. The 
hi;^:hest yield was obtained with 2557 pounds of xoditmi phosphate 
and lime. The apiolication of 1457 pounds of sodium phosphale 
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and lime producod the third hli^liest yield. The two applications 
of sodium phosphate alone, numbers 10 and 11 of flijtire 2, pro­
duced yields corresponding to rock phosohate w:l th lime and 
higher yields than those of any of the rock phosphate treatments. 
The marked effect of sodium phosphate on the pli of the soil 
indicates the value of pH as a factor in the yield of sweet 
clover. However, it does not fully account for the value of 
sodium phosphate as a sweet cl'^ ver fertilizer. The noils re-
celvln(5 lime and rock phosphate had much hi,r,her pli values than 
did tl>e soils receivinn; only sodium phosphate b\it the yields did 
not d;lffer noticeably. 
Yields of sweet clover plotted against mlllequivalents of 
exchangeable calcium per 100 gms, of soil, figure 3, shows the 
high correlation between the exchangeable calcium content of 
the soil and the pH of the soil. The soils having a very high 
pH also contained high amounts of exchangeable calcium. 
Why the very lar.^e Increases in pH and content of exchani^e-
able calcium associated v/ith the lined soils did not cause great­
er increases in yield than they did is not known. The high fig­
ures for exchangeable calcium may be dtie to calcium dissolved 
from calcium carbonate by the ammonium acetate. The rather small 
increases in yield with lar,;5e increases in pH following liming 
may be due to the interaction between pH and other variables 
affecting yield. Large amounts of soluble phospliorus or calcium 
in the soil may augment the effect of pH on yield. In the case 
of the soditim phosphate treated soils the sodium may cause the in­
creased yield of sweet clover previously pointed out. 
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Tlio sodlian phosphato treated aolls produced higJiGr ylolds of 
sweet clover than the corresponding rock phosphate treated soils. 
Th.o pil of the sodixom i)ho3i)hate treated soils v/as significantly 
higher than that of the rock phosphal.o treatments biit the differ-
oncea in the content of exchani;eable calcium were snail and not 
ai^,n:li'icant. TJiis relationship was also appai'ont wliere 13jn© v/as 
added with the different phoaphatOB. Those resvilts indicat.e that 
exchangeable calcium v/as not an 3.mportant factor in the yield of 
sv/oet clover* -unless the amouxit of exchangeable bases v/as associa­
ted v/ith pH of the soil. 
A multiple correlation v/as made of the pH, the p.p.m. 
nitrate-nitrogen, the M.E. of exchangeable calcium, the p.p.m. 
of available phosphorus, the per cent calcivun In the crop and 
the yield of sv/eet clover in grans. The results are given in 
table 2.5. 
Tile data shovr that the amount of available phosphorus in 
the soil v/as not significantly correlated v/ith yields of sv/eet 
clovor. This does not prove, howevei', that the beneficial 
effect of rock phosphate on sv/eet clovei' v/as due to the lime 
supplied by the rock i±Lospha'e. 
Tiio data in the graph sliov/ t.hat altho\igh tiio cori'elatlon v/as 
lev/, increased available ph'jt-iphoruH follov/ed an incroat'.e in 
yield. Available phosphoi'us had some effect, but apparently ttie 
effect of the phosphoi'ua v/as overshadowed by differences due to 
reaction. 
The correlation between yield and pII, nitrate-nitrogen con­
tent and exchangeable calcium content v/as hi^^laly si^^nifleant, 
Tatil© 25 
She Correlation of pH, Exchangeable Hydrogen, Exchangeable Calciuin, Nitrate 
Nitrogen and Available Phosphorjis Content of Grundy Silt Loam and of the 
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The correlation between yield and exchangeable hydrogen was 
negative and highly slenlfleant. 
Ttie pH was correlated to a highly significant extent with 
nltrato-nitrogen, exchangeable hydrogen and exchangeable calcium 
content of the soil and with per cent of cnloium in the plant. 
The correlation betv/een the nitrate-nitrogen content of the 
soil, pif, exchangeable hydrogen, exchangeable calcium of the soil 
and per cent calcltAm in the planl. was highly ai :nificnnt in 
every care. Likewise, exohangonble hydrogen shows highly 
significant correlation values v/nen compared with pH, nitrnle-
nitx>or:on, tmc exchangeable calcium of the soil and v/ith per 
cent calcium in the plant, the correlation in every case being 
negative since an increase in exchangeable hydror:en represents 
a decrease in pit. 
llio amount of exchangenb3.e calciiaii v/as also correlated 
significantly with the per cent of calcium in the plant. On 
the other hand, available phosphate did not show a significant 
correlation with any of the variables studied. 
The yield of clover v;as correlated to a highly slf:piifleant 
extent with every variable measured, except the per cent of 
calcium in the plant nnd the amount of available phosphorus in 
the soil. All the variables affecting yield to a higlily signi­
ficant extent also shov/ed a highly significant correlation with 
each (jl.her, namely, pH, nitrate-nitrogen content, content of 
exchanjieablo hydrogen and content of exchangeable calcium in 
the soil. This sliows the hi hor intorro3.ation of these J'actors 
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to each other and emphasizes the dif j'loulty of determining v^hlch 
of thoae factors was responsible for tho way in which phosphates 
may substitute for lime. 
The very mai'ked increase in both excliangeable calcium and pH 
and equally marked decrease in exchangeable hydrogen following 
applications of lime probably accounts for a largo dog;ree of the 
correlation betv/een ttieae variables, Honce, it may nob ba fully 
justifiable to say that increased yield with increased rates of 
rock phosphate were due to increases in olthor pH or 0xchanfi;eable 
calcium. Nevertheless, any treatment v/liich supplied exchangoable 
calcium to the soil or decreased acidity nmit liavo iiad soma effect 
on yield. Likev/.1.se, it Is highly probable that tho noasurable 
decrease in acidity follovd.n['; the use of rock pliosphate indicates 
that rock phosphate may substitute in somo meastire for lime in 
supplying calcluin for tho growth of sweet clover. 
In a simple correlation the nitrate-nitrogen content of 
tho soil was sifjnlficantly correlated with the yield of sweot 
clover. However> in the multiple correlation there v/as no 
filghlfleant correlation, that is, when tho other factors affect­
ing the yield of sweet clovor v/ere considered it was found that 
the nitrate-nitrogen content did not affect the yield of sweet 
clover si;rilficantly. 
r'rom the othor Beta values in tho multiple correlatloi::^ table 
25, it is evident that pll had tho largest effect on yield of 
sweet clovoi'. This was tho only single variable measured which 
was significantly correlated with yield. Ihe exchangeable calcium 
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had the next most important effect on yield although not signi­
ficant. Exchangeable hydrogen v/as next in its correlation with 
yield of sweet clover. The effect of the other variables on 
yield v/hen considered independently l;.ad less si/^ifi cance. 
lu'Cl?: phosphalo, s jdiuin phoorhaf-e, llrae, rode plioaphate with 
lijAo and sodiiuii })hosphate v/lth lime increased the yiolri of sweet 
clover iiifjnlficantly in most cases and in some cases to a higlily 
r.lf^nificant extent. Tlxe fact that the yields of sweet clover 
from the soils treated v;lth 2500 and 3000 pound yjer acre of rock 
phosphate closely approximated those of rock phosphate v;ith lime 
indicates the value of rock phosphate in acid soils. 
Sodium phosjiliate with llrtie and lime alone produced Ihe high­
est yields and gave the hl^^iest pH values. Sodl\3in phosphate 
alone was more effective than rock phosphate in increasing the 
pH of the soil. This Indicates the Importance of pH upon the 
yield of sweet clovei' and this importance is further empiiaslzed 
by the hifilily significant Beta value representing the correlation 
between pil and the ylelci of sweet clover. That pH was the only 
variable studied which showed such a high correlation indicates 
tixat chanj;es in pli caused by the different trentmonts may be 
partly if not largely x'osponsible for the increase in yield of 
sweet clover followinf^';; application of rock phosphate on acid 
Grundy silt loam. 
High exchangeable calcium was associated with the higli lime 
series but not much variability in exchangeable calciam v;ithln 
the lime aeries or within the \inlimod series can bo associated 
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with clifferoncos in anioiinto of phoaphato used. Iliis fact, to-
ether, with tho hi{5h rosponso to scdiian phosphate, which adds 
no calcitun to the soil, and the lack of sltTi if leant differences 
in tho mean calciiun content of sweet clover grown on tho differ­
ent rock phoanhato treated soils show that not onou^^i calcitun 
was added by rock phosphate to be a factor in yield. ITio fact 
that the motliod for determining exchangeable calclvun was not 
entirely satisfactory where hi£-;li lime soils were conoorned and 
that exchangeable calcium and available calcium may not bo the 
same must be considered. 
•fliat available phosphorus yas a very lmport;;nt factor in 
yield of avjeot clover espocially v/J.th the same kSncT of phosphate 
where tho pH values woi*o of tJiejSamo order is apparent from 
fi/:;vir0 4. This may explain muclji of the variability in mean 
yield of av/eet clover between increments of phosphate of the sam< 
kind and with the same amount ol* ' Ime applied. 
That phosphorus alone was not the most Important factor is 
shown by the hicli yields obtained on soils of high pll values but 
with low available phosphorus content, by the lov/ yields of some 
soils with high phosphorus content, and by the general lack of 
correlation between available phosphorxis and yield. 
It appears, then, that pH was tho most Important factor in 
determining sv/eet clover growth. 
Apparently the total effect of all these factors depends on 
the interaction betv/een all the different factors as well as on 
the effect of any one of tliom int'lvldually. 'Jlio data and the 
design of tho experiment v/ero not adequate to permit of definite 
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conclusions. Nevertheless, the different variables plotted 
against yield of swoot clover, tho I'osults of tho statistical 
analysis of tho data and tiio correlations fomui between tho 
different variables showed certain aiipai'ont relationships. 
TLOI'O vma a conBlaient sii^airicant I'espunse of avjeet clover 
1,0 small but si;;;n;'.ficant C!h.nngea in pH. V/hen plT was isolated from 
1;lio other variables .It still Ixad a corx'olation to yield tjiat was 
hi(^ily i5i;;;nificant. Tlixs was not true of the othex' factors 
studied. LJ.kewiso, increases in pii were found ai^^^nificnntly 
associated with increases in the amounts of phosphate added. 
Hiis seems to show that rock phosphate increases the yield 
of sweet clover by neutrallzini,;; some of the soil acidity. 
It is apparent that increases In yield of sweet clover were 
associated v/ith Increases in tho amounts of available phosphorus 
In the soil for soils having the same range of pH and the same 
kind of phosphate added, Hov/ever, it must be pointed out that 
there was no clover and available phosphorus in the soil and 
that available jdiosphorus was not the most important factor in 
determining sweet clover grovjth. 
Tlie total variation in pli between tho two rates of api)llca-
tion in libcperimont 3 v/as 0. (Table 23). At first t^lanco this 
would seem to IndicaLe that tiiere was no difference In effect on 
pH between tho normal rate of application of the fertillzora and 
five times the normal rate. That this is not the case Is in­
dicated by the highly sicniflcant variability In the interaction 
of treatment on rate and by the much greater range in the pH of 
the cUfferont treatments at tho five times normal rate as com­
pared v/lth the rang© in pH between treatmonts at tho nomal rate. 
In order to test this Kioro thorouf^lily a separate analysis of 
variance of tho pli data at tho nonnal rate and at the five times 
1,he normal rate of application was made and is shown in table 
24. 
Tostini3 tho variance betv/een ti>oatmenta at the normal rate 
and at five times normal rate (table 24), tiie variance of the 
larger rate is found to bo about .l'o\ir times greater but this is 
not a slfp:iifleant amount. In other words the increase in varia-
I 
tion of pli between treatments with increased rate of application 
may bo due to chance, ^is does not justify testing the ai{.5nl-
flcanco of the treatment means of each rate separately. Because 
of this the pli. readings of all the saraples at both rates were 
avora{];ed for each treatment to /let the treatment means. 
The least mean difference between the means for each treat­
ment which can be considorod higlily significant was 0,029 pH. 
Tli.0 treatment means ;lven in table 22 show that the rock phos­
phate increased the pH by a hip;lily significant amount. Supar-
pliosphato decreased the pH to a highly si{];nifleant extent. The 
mean pil of the soils roceivint;; Ammo Phos "A" did not differ 
significantly from that of the check soil. The pli of the soil 
treated with ammoniated pho3]ohal-.e was significantly lowor than 
that treated with the Ammo Phos "A" as v/oll as that of the un­
treated soil. Tlie treble superphosphate increased tho p^^ of the 
soil a hlglaly significant amount but did not increase it to nearly 
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aa high pll as did the rock phosphate. 
Prom these results the high neutralizing value of rock phos­
phate is apparent. It v/as also shown that treble superphosphate 
neutralized, soil acidity to a measurable extent. I'ho acidic 
effects of superphosphate. Ammo Phoa "A" and amr;ioniatod phos­
phate are apparent. The highly significant variability in pH 
due to the effect of soil type on treatment shows that the 
neutralizing^ effect of the different fertilizers depended to some 
extent upon the properties of the different soils. Llkev/lse, 
the large variance of tho Intoraction betv/een irQatmont and rale 
of application shov/ed that the different treatmontf; did not pro-
c uce tho same effect on pll at I ho tv/o different rates of applica­
tion. In oihoj.' vi/oi'da, increasing the rate of application did not 
result in increases or decreases in pH In exactly the same way 
at the )ii(-^er ratos of application as at tho lower rates of 
application. 
The experimental error in measuring pH was very small. This 
small variation in pH caused by error made possible the measure­
ment of relatively small differences in pH resulting from treat­
ment or other causes. In the Carrington loam studies of Experi­
ment 1 duplicate samples v/ero taken from each of the duplicate 
pota for e acli of five differently treated soils at ten different 
dates. A total of 200 pH determinations were made. The experi­
mental error or the variance between means of aaiup3e a of the same 
treatment at the same date v/as only .004 pll (table 3) and the 
least moan difference wlJch was highly significant was 0.053 pH. 
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In the Grundy a lit loam studies of Exporimont 2 for lf5 dates 
and 14 troatmonts in duplicate, a total of 364 del.emiinations 
were made and the experimental error was only 0.001 pH (table 9). 
The least mean difference which could be considered highly signi­
ficant was 0.023 pK. In Focperimont 3 with six treatments in 
triplicate at two different rates and for three different soils, 
or a total of 108 pH determinations, the experimental error was 
only OeOOl pH (table 23) , which corresponds closely v/ith that 
obtained in Experiment 2. Likewise, the least highly signi­
ficant mean difference in Experiment 3 v/as 0.029 pli which is 
almost the same as that found for Experiment 2 and close to that 
obtained in Experiment 1, 
That the experimental error v/as consistently small is of 
a special Interest when it is noted that these pli determinations 




The results obtained in this study seem to warrant the 
following conclusions: 
1. Five hundred pounds per acre or more of rock phosphate 
moy bo oxpoctod to neutralise a sinall part of the acidity of 
Carrington loam, Garrlngton silt loam, Grundy silt loam and Tama 
silt loam and may be expected to decrease the acidity of certain 
other soils to a small but measurable extent. 
2. Sodium phosphate Is more efficient In neutralizing acidity 
of Grundy silt loam than is rock phosphate applied in P2O5 
equivalent amounts. 
3. An application of treble superphosphate equivalent to 
303 pounds per acre of superphosphate may be expected to reduce 
some of the acidity of Carrington silt loam, Grundy silt loam 
and Tama silt loam and probably that of other soils but at tMs 
rate of application it is not as efficient a neutralizing agent 
as is a 500 pound application of rock phosphate, 
4. Superphosphate, ammoniated phosphate and Ammo Phos "A" will 
Increase the acidity of Carrington silt loam, Grundy silt loam 
and Tama silt loam slightly and may be expected to have a like 
effect on certain other acid soils, 
5. There is an Indication that rock phosphate may neutralize 
soil acidity sufficiently to produce a significant increase in 
the yield of sweet clover. 
6. Although these changes in reaction resulting from phosphate 
fertilizers are hi^ly significant statiati cally, they are too 
small to justify any conclusions as to their ngri.cultural im-
portsnce w3.thout further studying their effects on field crops 
growing in the field under ordinary farming conditj ons. 
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SIM'^UY 
Stixd'les v/ere made of the effect of different phosphate ferti­
lizers on the reaction of Carrington loam, Carrington silt loam, 
Tamn silt loam and Grundy silt loam. The soils were sieved, 
treated with different phosphate fertilizers and with lime, mixed 
\70ll, potted and kept in the greenhouse under uniform condiiions. 
Changes in reaction were measured periodically by the quinhydrone 
olectrode iriethod, the Hardy and Jiewia I'.mo requirement method and 
by dotciTiiinirii;: base oxchan;.;;e proierties. In an atteviipt to isolate 
and ovnluato the importance of the changes in reaction xjroduce6 
by the different treatments the effect of rock phosphate and 
aodium phosphate alone and in combination with lime and of lime 
alone on the content of exchangeable calcium, available phos­
phorus, and nitrate-nitrogen of Grundy silt loam was determined 
as v/ell as the effect of these treatments on the yield and calcivon 
content of two crops of sweet clover. The results of these studie 
may be summarized as follov/s: 
1. Tlie alcoholic-KOH method for determining replaceable 
calcium in high-lime soils seems more reliable than the anunoniixm 
acetate method. 
2. Siiperphosphate, rock phosphate, sodiujn phosphate and lime 
at ordinai'y rates of application did not cause significant changes 
in the base exchange capacity of Gruridy silt loata or Carrington 
silt loam. 
3. Applications of 500 pounds per acre of finely groxind rock 
phosphate produced higtily significant decreases in the acidity of 
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Grundy silt loam, Carrington loam, Carrlngton silt loam and Tama 
silt loam. 
4. The neutrallzin!5 effect of finely ground rock phosphate 
increased v/ith increased rates of application, 
5. Sodliim phospliabo was more efficient in neutralizing 
acidity of Grundy silt loam than was rock phnaphate applied in 
eqtJivalent amounts on the basis of PgOg content, 
6. Treble superphosphate neutralized the acidity of Grundy 
silt loam, Carrington silt loam and Tama silt loam to a highly 
significant amount, but not to as large an extent as did rock 
phosphate, 
7. The neutralizing effect of treble superphosphate increased 
with increasing rates of application. 
8. The phosphate fertilizers studied were not as efficient 
as ground limestone or pure calcium carbonate in correcting soil 
acidity. 
9. Three hundred pounds of superphosphate and equivalent 
amounts of ammonia ted phosphate and Ammo Phos "A" resulted In 
highly significant inc -eases in the acidity of Carrington silt 
loam, Grundy silt loam and Tama silt loam. Likewise, the acidity 
of Carrington loam was increased by applications of 120 and 240 
pounds per acre of superphosplmte . 
10, Larger amounts of these materials caused further increases 
in acidity, 
11. The effect of different phosphate fertilizers on soil 
reaction was found to vary somewSiat with soil type. 
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12. Tho available phofipliatG content of Grvindy silt loam 
increaaod with the ra-t o of application uf rock phosphate and of 
sodiiun phoai)hatQ, 
13. Poxir tons per acre of calcim carbonate did not notice­
ably depress the amount of soluble phosphorus in tho soil, 
14. Finely ground rock phosphate caused Mglily significant 
increases in tho yield of sv/oot clover on Grundy silt loam and 
there v/as a tendency for increased rates of application to pro­
duce hif^lier yields, 
15. There v/as a highly si^n^fleant correlation botvvoon the 
pll of Grundy silt loam and the yield of sv/eet clover. .Likowiso, 
the treatinents producing iiijiiier pH values consictently produced 
Uifjher yields regardless of the amoiint of available phosphorus 
pi'0 sent. 
16. There was evidence that decreased soil acidity resulting 
from applications of rock phosphate and sodium phosphate on Grundy 
silt loam v/as more Important in increasing the yield of sweet 
clover than wore the chr.n^^es produced in the content of replace-
able calcium, nitrate-nitrogen or available phosphorus in the soil, 
17. Rock phosphate apparently has some value as a substitute 
for lime because it was found to neutralize acidity on certain 
Iowa soils to an extent whidi apparently resulted in si(:;nlflcantly 
larger yields of sweet clove/'. 
18. No evidence v/as found showing that rook phosphate could 
substitute for lime by supplying calcium to the plant, Howevei', a 
high content of exchnntseable calcimn in the soil and a higti per 
cent of calcium in the plant were associated with tho hifrjiost 
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y.lolda of awoot clovor. Yet wi.'.oro phoophatQ fertilisers wore 
adciod tiiere was no troasurable increase in these constitments. • 
}''urthor studios of the effect of phosphate fertilisers on the 
soliiblo calcii.Tm content of the soil are desirable. 
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